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Preface

Image sensors are fascinating devices that straddle the boundary between semi-
conductor physics and electronic engineering. Nowadays, they are used in almost
everything, come in bewildering varieties, and are mostly made with complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology, like the billions of other integrated
circuits (IC) manufactured every year. And they look good! They are among the
handful of IC types which can be easily seen through their transparent glass cover.

To understand how they work, we need to know a fair bit of semiconductor
physics, especially when dealing with high performance imagers designed for science
applications. However, this is not always enough; there are a lot of electronic circuits
inside a CMOS image sensor (CIS), and even the simple ones can show subtle
behaviour and throw up surprises. Without claiming to cover everything, this book
strives to cover both the semiconductor physics and the essential electronics found
inside a CMOS image sensor.

A relatively small number of concepts from semiconductor physics form the
backbone of image sensors’ operation—depletion, drift, diffusion, recombination,
charge conversion, to name a few. Knowing them well provides the foundations to
understand practically all image sensors and helps with the more complex structures
that exist or are yet to be invented.

It is impossible to imagine doing any serious work into image sensors without
semiconductor technology CAD (TCAD). Very often it is the only way to ‘see’ what
is happening inside, and this book offers many examples of device simulations. A
successful TCAD simulation is a good result, but does not guarantee that something
will work. However, if something doesn’t work in TCAD, it’s probably not going to
work in silicon either.

To make full use of this book, some basic knowledge of electronics is essential.
Knowing what an amplifier is, being familiar with gain, bandwidth, and noise, can
be very advantageous. Freely available electronic simulation tools, such as SPICE,
are great for designing and verifying the performance of various circuits.
Throughout my career, my hobby in electronics has helped me enormously when
working with image sensors. Building my first electronic circuit at around 14 years of
age, I was fascinated but I only had a faint understanding of how it worked. In a few
years, electronics gradually started to make more sense, and after learning semi-
conductor physics at university it was clear to me that this is what I wanted to do.

I have often found that many important ‘bread and butter’ topics in image sensors
and their operation are difficult to find in books and papers, and sometimes are not
there at all. Some of those I have only been able to find out in discussions with more
experienced colleagues who have been longer in the field. This book is an attempt to
put some of this ‘unofficial knowledge’, some of which could be simply due to my
ignorance, in one place.

This book is intended to be used as a tutorial and has many examples, taken
mostly from practice. Solved examples are essential for proper understanding of the
theory and bring ‘life’ to the formulas. They also help with appreciating the
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parameters in real-world applications. Very often, a good enough grasp of the
phenomena can be obtained from relatively simple formulas. They may not be
super-accurate, but can give a decent approximate answer and can serve as a ‘sanity
check’ for more detailed results derived from TCAD and SPICE.

Some of the contents of this book are derived from a practical course on CMOS
image sensor operation and characterisation techniques that we deliver at the Open
University to students and staff.

Chapter 1 covers the fundamentals of image sensors, starting with the photoeffect
and charge generation, and including charge collection and transfer, drift and
diffusion, recombination, and carrier lifetime. The chapter also describes the
fundamental building blocks of CIS—diodes, MOS capacitors and transistors,
and the basic MOSFET circuits—source followers and analogue switches.

Chapter 2 deals with 3T, 4T and other CMOS pixel architectures. Most of the
material in this chapter is dedicated to the pinned photodiode (PPD) because of its
importance for image sensor technology. This includes the operating principles of
the PPD, doping profiles, charge transfer, full well capacity and image lag. Other
PPD-based designs, such as the 5T, pixels with charge domain signal storage, and
several high dynamic range pixels are also covered, as well as hybrid and 3D-
intgerated sensors.

In chapter 3, some of the more specialised subjects in CIS performance are
discussed, such as the collection of photogenerated signal in pn junctions, the sources
of dark current, reflective barriers, the backside interface and its effect on the
quantum efficiency in backside-illuminated sensors, potential gradients and punch-
through.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the different sources of noise in electronics components
and MOSFETs, the readout techniques used for CIS and their noise performance.
The two main correlated double sampling (CDS) methods, based on the double
sampling and the dual slope integrator are discussed in detail and their noise
performance is compared. In addition, the chapter deals with digital CDS, noise in
the column readout in CIS, and MOSET noise optimisation.

Chapter 5 begins with the principles of electro-optical characterisation and
readout modes in CIS. It describes the measurement methods for obtaining the
most important sensor parameters: photoresponse, linearity, system gain, readout
noise, dynamic range, full well capacity, dark current, image lag, quantum efficiency
and modulation transfer function. Special attention is paid to the photon transfer
curve (PTC) because of the wealth of information it provides, and many exper-
imental tips are given.

Chapter 6 covers the on-chip and off-chip electronics used to control and readout
the pixels and the sensor. On-chip amplifiers, correlated double sampling circuits,
buffers, switches, drivers and logic are some of the circuits described here. Off-chip
electronics providing power, bias and amplification is shown with practical examples
and performance calculations.

I hope that this book will be useful to all who are using, characterising, or
designing CMOS image sensors, beginners and experts alike.
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Konstantin D Stefanov

Chapter 1

The fundamentals

1.1 Introduction—what is an image sensor and what does it do?
An image sensor has the job to convert an image, consisting of photons emitted or
reflected by an object, into an electronic signal. To register a photon, it must be
absorbed by the sensor and converted to an electric signal. For most sensors, this
happens using the internal photoelectric effect. Once the electric signal is registered
and processed, we obtain an electronic image, a representation of the incoming
photons. The photon energy can span from the far-infrared up to x-rays.

Image sensors come in a bewildering variety of types, shapes and sizes. Most
commonly, image sensors are segmented into individual sensitive elements, called
pixels. Each pixel is intended to register photons independently of its neighbours,
however, in most real-world sensors there is some electrical and optical crosstalk. An
array of pixels forms a 2-D image sensor, which is by far the dominant type, and a
line of pixels is a linear array, or 1-D image sensor. A simple photodiode has no pixel
structure and can therefore be called a 0-D image sensor.

Typically, we expose the image sensor to photons for a certain time, called
integration time. During that time, each pixel absorbs photons and registers an
electric signal. The job of the image sensor, broadly speaking, is to determine how
many photons have been received in each pixel during the integration time. Ideally,
every photon should be registered separately, and some image sensors can do exactly
that. More often, however, the pure photon-induced signal is mixed with the
intrinsic noise of the sensor, and we can find out only the average number of
registered photons. A linear photoresponse is often desired in an image sensor, so
that the electrical output signal is proportional to the number of registered photons.
Most sensors have small nonlinearity in their response not exceeding a few percent,
but some types have intentionally much stronger nonlinearity, for example with
logarithmic response, helping to achieve wide dynamic range.

The output signal from a sensor can be a continuous current proportional to the
illumination, and this is the way the photodiodes are normally operated. However,
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in low light conditions the photogenerated currents can be extremely small and be
counted in few electrons per second. Such currents are impossible to measure directly,
therefore the method we use is to integrate the charge over a certain time on a collection
element because this creates a signal that is much easier to measure. Most image
sensors, including the ones described in this book, are of the integrating type.

1.2 Charge generation
1.2.1 Photoeffect

For a semiconductor image sensor to detect light, the photons impinging on it must
interact with the sensitive regions of the sensor and be converted to an electric
charge, which is then collected and recorded.

The dominant process of photon conversion in image sensors is the internal
photoeffect. An incident photon with sufficient energy can liberate a valence electron
from an atom, which becomes a free electron in the conduction band and can move
about in the crystal lattice. At the same time, the missing valence electron becomes a
hole, which is also mobile, as shown in figure 1.1. In this way, electrons and holes are
created in pairs, and the photon is absorbed and disappears. The minimum photon
energy for the photoeffect to occur is the bandgap of the semiconductor Eg. The
excess photon energy above this threshold is dissipated as crystal vibrations or by
generating secondary electron–hole pairs as the primary pair dissipates its kinetic
energy.

Photons with energy lower than the bandgap Eg are not able to create electron–
hole pairs, and since there is no other mechanism for photons to lose energy, silicon
appears transparent at their wavelength. The photon energy Eph is given by:

λ
=E

hc
(1.1)ph

where h is Planck’s constant, c is the velocity of light and λ is the photon’s
wavelength. Equation (1.1) can be more conveniently written as (1.2) where the
photon energy Eph is in electron-volts (1 eV = × −1.6 10 19 J) and the wavelength λ is
in nanometres:

Figure 1.1. Photoeffect in semiconductors.
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λ
=E

1240
(1.2)ph

Using (1.2) we can calculate that a photon with energy equal to the bandgap of
silicon ( = =E Eph g 1.12 eV at 300 K) has a wavelength of 1107 nm, and this is
commonly referred to as the cut-off wavelength. The bandgap increases slightly at
lower temperatures [2] leading to shorter cut-off wavelength and weaker absorption
in the near-IR band.

In silicon, as an indirect bandgap semiconductor, the excitation of a valence
electron into the conduction band requires that lattice vibrations (phonons) are
involved to obey both energy and momentum conservation laws [2]. As the photon
energy increases, the amount of momentum transfer must increase too, and the
energy required to generate one electron–hole pair gradually increases. Because of
this, a photon with energy equal to double the silicon bandgap (2.24 eV, or 554 nm)
still generates one electron–hole pair, and not two.

The band structure of silicon has a direct bandgap of 3.1 eV [3] (400 nm) as well,
allowing an electron–hole pair to be created directly, without the assistance of a
phonon. However, it is thanks to its indirect bandgap that silicon is sensitive to
visible light; if it only had the 3.1 eV direct bandgap it would have been sensitive
only to wavelengths shorter than 400 nm and unusable for mainstream imaging.

A single electron–hole pair, corresponding to internal quantum yield of unity, is
created up to a photon energy equal to three times the bandgap (3.36 eV, or 369 nm) [4].
Above this energy two e–h pairs begin to be created, but at a very low rate. Multiple
e–h pair creation becomes significant only when the photon energy exceeds 4 eV
(310 nm) [5, 6].

As the photon energy increases further, the ionisation energy Ew needed for the
creation of one e–h pair reaches a peak of approximately 4.5 eV [4, 5]. For >Eph 10 eV
the pair creation energy Ew levels off to around 3.65 eV, as shown in figure 1.2.

An incoming beam of photons with flux Φ0 (number of photons per unit area per
second) and energy higher than the bandgap is gradually absorbed in the

Figure 1.2. Electron–hole pair creation energy in silicon at 140 and 300 K (data from [1]). The dashed line
marks =E Ew ph.
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semiconductor. Ignoring any reflections, the flux Φ x( ) at a distance x away from the
illuminated surface is given by the Beer–Lambert law:

Φ = Φ α−x e( ) (1.3)x
0

where α is the absorption coefficient, typically measured in units of cm–1. At distance
α=x 1/0 the incoming photon flux is attenuated by e1/ , which means that 63% of the

light has been absorbed. The distance x0 is called absorption length and is often
more practical to use than the absorption coefficient because it allows straightfor-
ward comparison with the dimensions used in image sensors.

The absorption length depends strongly on the wavelength of light and changes
by a factor of 50 between the lower end (400 nm) and the top end (700 nm) of the
visible light range1, as shown in figure 1.3 and table 1.1. As the bandgap increases at
low temperatures the absorption length increases too, especially at near-IR wave-
lengths [7]. It is worth noting that photon absorption does not depend on the doping
concentration or the free carrier concentration (either electrons or holes) in silicon
for most practical cases.

Very often we would like to know what the silicon thickness should be to achieve
certain level of photon absorption.

Example 1.1. Calculate the silicon thickness for 95% photon absorption for light
with 400, 700 and 900 nm wavelength.
Solution: 95% absorption means that only 5% of the light is left. From formula (1.3)
we have =α−e x 0.05 and therefore α α= − =x ln (0.05)/ 3.0/ . From table 1.1 we get

α = =x1/ 0 0.105 μm for 400 nm wavelength, therefore the thickness is =x 0.31 μm.
For 700 nm we have α =1/ 5.263 and 15.8 μm silicon thickness; and for 900 nm

=x 97.9 μm.

Figure 1.3. Photon absorption in silicon for low energy photons from near-UV to near-IR at 300 K. The data
is from [7].

1 In the CIE (The International Commission on Illumination) luminous efficiency functions [8] the wavelength
range of visibility is 380–700 nm.
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The light attenuation with distance for the wavelengths used in example 1.1 is
plotted in figure 1.4 and illustrates the huge differences in silicon thickness required
for the same absorption. This example shows the extremes of the visible range; in
practice silicon thickness of 5 μm is often sufficient for visible light imagers because it
allows acceptable absorption in the red end of the spectrum around 600–650 nm.

The fact that in the visible wavelength range each photon creates one electron–
hole pair can be used to calculate the total light-generated charge in a volume of
silicon. This charge, if collected, is the electrical output of the image sensor.
Knowing the incident optical power Pph (measured in watts) and the photon energy
we can calculate the number of e–h pairs ∆ −Ne h generated per unit time Δt based on
the energy conservation law, simply as this:

Δ
Δ

=−N
t

P

E
(1.4)e h ph

ph

As we can see the number of generated e–h pairs is inversely proportional to the
photon energy, therefore lower energy photons, corresponding to near-IR and red
light generate more carriers at the same optical power. While this is true, e–h pair
generation requires that the photons are absorbed; for those long wavelengths the
silicon must be very thick to ensure full absorption as figure 1.4 tells us.

Table 1.1. Absorption length in silicon for light wavelengths from
300 to 1100 nm at 300 K. Data from [7].

Wavelength (nm) Absorption length (μm)

300 0.006
350 0.010
400 0.105
450 0.392
500 0.901
550 1.565
600 2.415
650 3.559
700 5.263
750 7.692
800 11.77
850 18.69
900 32.68
950 63.69
1000 156.3
1050 613.5
1100 2857
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Example 1.2. Calculate the number of e–h pairs generated per second by red light
(λ = 650 nm) with an irradiance (power per unit area) of =Ee 1 W m−2 in a square
pixel with a size =a 10 μm. Assume that the light is fully absorbed in the pixel’s
volume.
Solution: From equation (1.2) we find that for λ = 650 nm the photon energy is
Eph = 1.91 eV. The energy deposited in the pixel per second is the irradiance multiplied
by the pixel area a2. The number of generated e–h pairs per second is the energy
deposited in the pixel per second, divided by the energy to create one e–h pair:

Δ
Δ

= = × × × ×
× ×

= ×−
− −

−
−N

t
E a
qE

1 10 10 10 10
1.6 10 1.91

3.27 10 se h e
2

ph

6 6

19
8 1

Here we have multiplied Eph by the elementary charge q to convert the photon
energy from eV to Joules. Irradiance of 1 W m−2 at 650 nm corresponds to
approximately 68.3 lux, or a dimly lit room. This example shows that even meagre
illumination manages to create a third of a billion e–h pairs every second in a tiny
10 μm pixel.

If all the e–h pairs were collected, a steady state photocurrent Iph will flow; it is
given by multiplying formula (1.4) by the elementary charge to convert the number
or e–h pairs per second to coulombs per second, which is current:

= Δ
Δ

−I
q N

t
(1.5)ph

e h

Figure 1.4. Photon absorption in silicon for violet (λ = 400 nm), red (λ = 700 nm) and for 900 nm light in the
near-infrared.
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Example 1.3. Calculate the photocurrent flowing in the pixel in example 1.2.
Solution: Multiplying the answer by the elementary charge gives:

=
Δ
Δ

= × × × = × =− − −I
q N

t
1.6 10 3.27 10 5.235 10 A 52.4 pAph

e h 19 8 11

Very often the sensitivity of a semiconductor material is given as the photocurrent
per watt of incident light energy. To compare devices irrespective of their structure
or pixel size the current can be expressed as current density Jph, i.e. amperes per unit
area. If we use the optical power per unit area Ee (irradiance), equation (1.5) can be
rewritten by dividing both sides by the device (or pixel) area, and using (1.4) we get

=J
qE
E

. (1.6)ph
e

ph

From (1.6) we arrive at the astonishingly simple expression (1.7) for the sensitivity
Sph in terms of detector current density per unit of optical irradiance.Sph is measured
in units of ampere per watt (A W−1) because the area cancels from both Jph and Ee.

= =S
J

E
q

E
(1.7)ph

ph

e ph

Equation (1.7) gives the theoretical maximum photosensitivity of an ideal image
sensor having perfect light absorption, without any light losses due to reflection, and
of course with complete charge collection. The ratio E q/ph gives the photon energy in
units of eV. From here we can calculate that the theoretical maximum photo-
sensitivity for λ = 650 nm (as in example 1.2) is = =S 1/1.91 0.52ph A W−1. Using
(1.2), expression (1.7) can also be written as λ=S /1240ph , where λ is in nanometres.

1.2.2 Ionisation

Silicon makes an excellent sensor material not just for the near-IR, visible and UV
light, but also for much more energetic photons, such as x-rays. The absorption
length covering photon energies from 1.2 eV to 10 keV in figure 1.5 shows what
happens at the higher end of silicon’s usable range: similarly to the near-IR end,
silicon becomes transparent beyond photon energy of about 10 keV. The absorption
above 100 eV shows discontinuous absorption edges at the energy levels of the L-
shell (≈100 eV) and the K-shell (1839 eV) of the silicon atom. As the photon energy
exceeds the binding energy of a shell, the electrons occupying it can be excited and
the photon absorption sharply goes up. This corresponds to a stepwise decrease in
the absorption length, most clearly seen at the K-edge.

For photons with > ≈Eph 50 eV the ionisation energy is =Ew 3.65 eV at 300 K
[11] and is nearly constant. This allows us to calculate the number of electron–hole
pairs −Ne h generated by x-rays and gamma-rays using this simple expression:

=−N
E

E
(1.8)e h

ph

w
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The ionisation energy is temperature dependant; this is due to the reduction of the
bandgap as the temperature increases [1, 12]. X-rays in the range 1–10 keV, emitted
by radioactive sources and x-ray fluorescence from various materials are particularly
useful for sensor characterisation. They are widely used for calibration due to the
well-known x-ray energies and the amount of charge created in silicon by them.
Also, the initial charge cloud created by low energy x-rays is very compact [13, 14]
and this allows the charge to be considered a point source.

One very popular calibration source is the 55Fe isotope which decays via electron
capture to manganese (55Mn) with a half-life of 2.737 years. 55Mn emits character-
istic K-shell x-rays with energies 5.89 keV (Mn-Kα) and 6.49 keV (Mn-Kβ), with
probabilities of 24.4% and 2.9%, correspondingly [15]. Figure 1.6 shows an example
of a 55Fe spectrum obtained by a CMOS image sensor.

The absorption length for 5.9 keV photons in silicon is approximately 28 μm [10].
This length is much larger than the depth of the active silicon in the typical optical
sensor, therefore only a small fraction of the incoming x-rays is absorbed and
converted to charge.

Example 1.4. Calculate the number of electron–hole pairs generated by the
dominant Mn-Kα x-ray, and the current in a pixel receiving one hundred Mn-Kα
x-rays per second, assuming that all the charge is collected.
Solution: Using formula (1.8) the number of generated electron–hole pairs per x-ray is

= = =−
αN

E
E

5890
3.65

1614.e h
K

w

The current for 100 x-rays per second is calculated using (1.5):

= × = × × × =−
−

I
qN

t
100

1.6 10 1614
1

100 25.8 fAph
e h

19

Figure 1.5. Photon absorption due to photoeffect in silicon for a wider energy range. Data for <5 eV from [7],
5 – 20000 eV from [9], and >30 eV from [10].
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At much higher photon energies two other mechanisms overtake the photoeffect
and begin to play an increasing role—Compton effect and electron–positron pair
creation [16]. Besides the detection of optical and x-ray photons, silicon is widely
used for the detection of high energy, ionising particles. Traversing the material,
charged particles lose energy due to several mechanisms, and most of that energy
loss is due to ionisation. The ionisation loss is very high at low particle energies but
decreases and flattens off at higher energies in a logarithmic dependence [16].
Particles with energies at and above the plateau, which usually lies at hundreds of
MeV, are called minimum ionising particles (MIP).

The average number of the created electron–hole pairs is calculated by the most
probable energy loss divided by the ionisation energy as in (1.8). The energy loss due to
ionisation has large statistical fluctuations. For particles which lose only a small part of
their energy in the material (i.e. the material is ‘thin’) the energy loss is described by the
Landau distribution [17]. In a couple of microns of silicon there is a significant
probability that a traversing high energy particle will cause no ionisation at all [18].
At the same time, the probability that the energy loss can far exceed the most probable
value is also significant, due to the long tail in the Landau distribution.

The most probable number of e–h pairs increases with the thickness, as shown in
figure 1.7, and above 10 μm the energy loss begins to approach the Landau distribution.

1.3 Charge collection
In the previous section we looked at how photons generate free charge, consisting of
electrons and holes, and how the amount of charge depends on the photon energy.
The question now is how to collect this charge and measure it.

Figure 1.6. 55Fe spectrum obtained by a CMOS image sensor. The peak at 0 ADU is due to pixels without x-ray
signal, and the continuum leading to the x-ray peaks is caused by charge collected by more than one pixel.
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Left on its own, the charge will simply diffuse out, never to be seen again.
Diffusion is fundamental in nature and always occurs when there is a difference in
carrier concentration. The charge generated in pixels receiving more illumination
will diffuse towards pixels receiving less illumination, until we get nearly uniform
charge ‘blob’ everywhere. Obviously, this is not what we want to happen in an image
sensor.

We need a charge collecting element—something that is electrically attractive to
either electrons or holes (but obviously cannot be attractive to both). To make the
charge move in a particular direction for collection we need to create an electric field;
within it the charge experiences an electrostatic force and begins to accelerate in a
direction opposite to the field (for electrons) and along the field (for holes). This
charge movement in the presence of electric field is called drift and is the primary
mechanism for charge collection. During drift the charge continues to diffuse due to
its concentration gradient, regardless of the presence of any electric field; this is
unavoidable but not always undesirable.

1.3.1 Carrier lifetime

An important point in image sensor operation, which often goes without much
mention, is that the generated e–h pairs must survive, i.e. not recombine or get
trapped, for sufficiently long time so that they can be collected. The characteristic
describing the ‘life duration’ of electrons and holes is called carrier lifetime [19] and is
widely used in semiconductor physics. What ‘sufficiently long’means in practice will
be explored in the next two sections. As a rough indicator the charge collection time
rarely exceeds a few hundreds of nanoseconds, and this is how long the carriers must
survive. Carrier lifetime can be many orders of magnitude longer, especially in high
quality epitaxial silicon.

Figure 1.7. Most probable number of electron–hole pairs per micrometre of track for high energy charged
particles, data from [17].
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Whenever electrons and holes are created, for example by illumination with light,
the excess carrier concentration will decay back to equilibrium after the source of e–
h pair generation is turned off. In silicon the dominant physical mechanism for the
decay is trap-assisted recombination. Direct e–h recombination occurs too, but at a
much smaller rate. The rate of decay towards the equilibrium concentration,
expressed as the change of carrier concentration per unit time = Δ ΔU n t/ , is called
recombination rate. The simplest possible mathematical description of this process is
to assume that the recombination rate U is proportional to the excess carrier
concentration. For example, if the electron concentration in p-type silicon is np and
the equilibrium concentration is np0, the recombination rate can be written as

∝ −U n n( )p p0 . Since proportionality is assumed, we need a proportionality constant
in units of seconds, so that the recombination rate is measured in units of carrier
concentration over time (cm−3 s−1 in semiconductor physics). This constant is called
the carrier lifetime (τn for electrons, τp for holes) and can be thought of as the
characteristic time over which the carrier concentration decreases. Now, the
recombination rate can be written in its familiar form:

τ
= − =

−
U

dn

dt

n n
(1.9)p p p

n

0

We have added a negative sign in (1.9) because due to recombination the carrier
concentration decreases <dn dt( / 0)p when − >n n 0p p0 , and >U 0. Because np0 is
constant, we can write that

τ
−

= −
−d n n

dt

n n( )
(1.10)p p p p

n

0 0

and after separating the variables we can integrate both sides:

∫ ∫τ
−

−
= −

d n n

n n
dt

( ) 1
(1.11)

p p

p p n

0

0

τ
− + = −n n

t
ln( ) const (1.12)p p

n
0

The final equation can be written by using the initial conditions: at =t 0 the
excess electron concentration is −n n(0)p p0 and at → ∞t naturally − =n n 0p p0 ,
with only the equilibrium concentration np0 left. Therefore, the constant in equation
(1.12) must equal − −( )n nln (0)p p0 and we arrive at the time dependence of np:

= + − τ−n t n n n e( ) ( (0) ) (1.13)p pp p
t

0 0 n

Equation (1.13) tells us that the electron lifetime τn is the characteristic time over
which the excess carrier concentration decreases by e1/ , i.e. only 37% of the excess
carriers remain. After three times the lifetime only 5% of the initial charge will be
left.
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1.3.2 Recombination

This is a good place to answer an important question: why don’t the electrons and
the holes recombine immediately after they are generated? After all, they are created
together and close to each other, and it would be reasonable to expect that they
should recombine at high rate. Fortunately, such direct (band-to-band) recombina-
tion in silicon is very rare because it is an indirect bandgap semiconductor. Carrier
lifetime controlled by band-to-band recombination is very long; in high purity
silicon the electron and hole lifetimes can be many milliseconds. This long lifetime
allows the charge to diffuse out a long distance from the place it was generated
without recombining, unless it is quickly collected with the help of an electric field.

Figure 1.8 shows two direct, and very rare band-to-band recombination mech-
anisms: radiative with the emission of a photon, and Auger recombination where the
excess energy is transferred to another carrier, such as a hole in highly doped p-type
silicon.

The third one, trap-assisted recombination via a mid-band trap, is by far the
dominant mechanism in silicon, described by the Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH)
theory [20]. Traps are produced by imperfections or impurities in the crystal lattice,
which introduce energy levels deep in the bandgap. Traps take part in both capture
and emission of carriers and are also called generation-recombination centres.

The recombination rate from a trap with concentration Nt and energy level Et

above the valence band is given by

σ σ

σ σ
=

−

+ + + −− −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ) ( )
U

pn n N

n n p n

( )

exp exp
(1.14)E E

kT
E E

kT

n p i t

n i
t i

p i
t i

th
2v

Here Ei is the intrinsic Fermi level (approximately the mid-band energy level);
k is the Boltzmann’s constant;
T is the absolute temperature;

thv is the carrier thermal velocity;
ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration;
n and p are the electron and hole concentrations, respectively;
σn and σp are the electron and hole capture cross-sections, respectively.

Figure 1.8. Recombination mechanisms.
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The maximum recombination rate occurs when the denominator is at its
minimum, achieved when =E Et i. This indicates that mid-band traps are the
most effective in limiting the carrier lifetime.

In a p-type semiconductor we have ≫p ni and ≫p n, and if the two capture
cross-sections are similar (σ σ≅n p), the second term in the denominator of (1.14)
becomes much larger than the first. Therefore, we can write that

σ
≈

−
U

pn n N
p

( ) (1.15)n i tth
2v

Introducing a small excess concentration of electron–hole pairs does not change
significantly the equilibrium hole concentration pp0 in p-type silicon. Using that

≈p pp0 and =n p ni p n
2

0 0 [21], equation (1.15) can be written as

σ
σ≈

−
= −U

p n p n N

p
N n n

( )
( ) (1.16)

n th p p p n t

p
n t p n

0 0 0

0
th 0

v
v

Comparing with (1.9) we see that the term multiplying the concentration differ-
ence is the inverse of the electron lifetime (also called recombination lifetime)

τ
σ

=
N

1
(1.17)n

n tthv

Typical capture cross-sections are in the range −10 16 to −10 14 cm2.

Example 1.5. Calculate the electron lifetime due to a mid-band trap ( =E Et i) with
σ = −10n

15 cm2 and concentration1012 cm−3, using that the electron thermal velocity
is = ×1.4 10th

7v cm s−1.
Solution: Using (1.17) we get

τ =
× × ×

= μ−
1

10 1.4 10 10
71.4 sn 15 7 12

To put this into perspective, trap concentration of 1012 cm−3 corresponds to an
average of one trap per cubic micrometre, or one trap per 50 billion Si atoms.

Measurements show that in high quality, lightly doped (<1015 cm−3) silicon the
minority carrier lifetime can be tens of milliseconds [22]. Considering the calculation
in example 1.5, this implies that the trap density responsible in the SRH model must
be less than 1010 cm−3, or one trap per 5 trillion atoms. As the dopant concentration
increases above 1016 cm−3 the lifetime begins to decrease and this is taken into
account as concentration-dependent SRH lifetime [23].

At high carrier density, such as along a dense ionisation track or in solar cells,
Auger and band-to-band radiative recombination can begin to limit the lifetime even
in low-doped silicon. Auger recombination involves a direct recombination between
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an electron and a hole, with the excess energy transferred to another electron or hole.
The Auger lifetime for high excess carrier concentration in a lightly doped semi-
conductor is [22]:

τ =
ΔC n
1

(1.18)Auger
a

2

Here Ca is the ambipolar Auger coefficient (1.66 × 10−30 cm6 s−1 in silicon [24])
and ∆ = −n n np n0 or ∆ = −n p pn p0 is the excess carrier concentration.

The lifetime due to band-to-band radiative recombination is given by

τ =
ΔB n
1

(1.19)rad

where =B 4.7 × 10−15 cm3 s−1 is the radiative coefficient in silicon at 300 K [25]. It is
easy to see that the Auger and radiative lifetimes are much larger than τSRH and can
become comparable to the SRH lifetime only at excess concentration above
1016–1017 cm−3. In a typical image sensor, the excess carrier concentration due to
illumination rarely exceeds 108–1010 cm−3, therefore the direct recombination
mechanisms have negligible influence.

The total lifetime τtot can be calculated from Matthiessen’s rule for the three
recombination processes as in [19]

τ τ τ τ
= + +1 1 1 1

(1.20)
tot SRH Auger rad

Equation (1.20) is analogous to the one used to calculate the resistance of parallel
resistors; physically it means that the different recombination mechanisms work
independently and in parallel.

1.3.3 Drift

We are going to consider a hypothetical collection element without specifying what
it is and how it is made; then in the following section we will talk about two real
charge collection elements—the pn junction and the MOS capacitor.

Figure 1.9 shows our hypothetical collection element. From the surface down to
depth d there is a constant electric field E , and below d the field is zero. This may
look artificial but is not far off from reality.

In this structure only the electrons are collected, and the holes are discarded never
to be seen again, as is typical for most image sensors. Electrons are preferred because
they move much faster than the holes, resulting in shorter collection times. Holes are
allowed to diffuse until they reach the backside substrate electrode, or they
recombine after travelling a long distance away from the charge collection element.

Within a region having an electric field E electrons experience a force = −F qE
and begin to accelerate. Holes experience the same force but with the opposite sign
and move in the other direction. As mentioned previosly, this movement under the
influence of an electric field is called drift. In semiconductors it is experimentally
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observed that at low electric fields (<∼104 Vcm−1) the charge carriers acquire drift
velocity dv proportional to the electric field E :

μ= E (1.21)dv

The proportionality factor μ is called mobility and is not a constant—it decreases
as the temperature and the doping concentration increase [26]. The electron mobility
μn at low fields is about three times higher than the hole mobility μp; the values in
low-doped silicon at 300 K are μn = 1400 cm2 V−1 s−1 and μp = 470 cm2 V−1 s−1 [26].
The higher electron mobility and velocity is one of the main reasons why we prefer
collecting and transferring electrons, rather than holes.

The drift velocity decreases below the value calculated by (1.21) at higher electric
fields (above 104 V cm−1), and stops increasing altogether (i.e. saturates) at

>E 105 V cm−1. The saturation drift velocity d
satv for both electrons and holes is

approximately 107 cm s−1.
Drift velocity is directional and determined by the applied electric field; it is also

superimposed on the thermal carrier velocity caused by their random movement in
the crystal lattice. The thermal velocity for electrons is given by

=
*

kT
m

3
(1.22)th

0

v

where k is the Boltzmann constant,T is the absolute temperature and =*m m0.260 0

is the effective electron mass [2]. At 300 K formula (1.22) gives = × −v 2.3 10 cm sth
7 1.

This is similar to the experimentally observed saturation velocity d
satv , and is an

indication that the simple proportionality in formula (1.21) is valid only when
≪d thv v .

Figure 1.9. Charge collection of electrons created by a light beam and experiencing drift and diffusion.
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Example 1.6. Calculate the electron drift velocity for =E 1000 V cm−1 and electron
mobility μ = 1400n cm2 V−1 s−1 (value for Si at 300 K and for low doping
concentration), and compare it to the thermal velocity thv .
Solution: From formula (1.21) we get

μ= = × = × −E 1400 1000 1.4 10 snd
6 1v

This velocity is about 20 times lower than the random thermal electron velocity.

Knowing the drift velocity allows us to calculate the time it takes to collect the
charge. For simplicity we can consider that dv is much smaller than the saturation
velocity. The travel distance x is simply the velocity multiplied by the time:

μ= =x t Et (1.23)ndv

The charge collection time t is the device thickness divided by the drift velocity,
and substituting the drift velocity from (1.21) we arrive at:

μ μ
= ≅ =t

d d
E

d
V

(1.24)
n nd

2

v

Here we have used that the electric field is the applied voltageV divided by the
thickness d . This is an approximate and simple, but very useful formula; we will
refine it further in the following sections.

Example 1.7. Calculate the charge collection time in silicon with thickness =d 5 μm
and applied voltage across it =V 1 V. The electronmobility is μ = 1400n cm2 V−1 s−1.
Compare with the charge collection time under velocity saturation ( ≅ −10 sd

sat 7 1v ).
Solution: First, we need to see how the electron drift velocity compares to the
saturation velocity. Using (1.21)

μ μ= = = ×
×

= ×−
−E

V
d

1400
1

5 10
2.8 10 sn nd 4

6 1v

we see that it is about a factor of 3 lower than d
satv , therefore formula (1.24) can be

used and gives:

= ×
×

=
−

t
(5 10 )
1400 1

0.18 ns
4 2

The collection time under velocity saturation is calculated as

= = × =
−

t
d 5 10

10
0.05 ns

d
sat

4

7v
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This example shows that for the typical sensor thicknesses the charge collection
time by drift is very short and may become an issue only if very fast operation is
required. However, in a much thicker sensor, made so that it can have higher
absorption at near-IR wavelengths, the charge collection time could be substantially
longer due to the quadratic dependence on the device thickness.

1.3.4 Diffusion

Charge generated in a field-free semiconductor diffuses out from the point at which
it is created and can travel large distances. It can reach a region with an electric field,
where it is swept away, or it can recombine with the assistance of bulk or surface
traps.

If we generate a point-like sphere of electron–hole pairs, they will expand
stochastically in a cloud described by the Gaussian distribution. After time t, the
RMS cloud radius rn for electrons and rp for holes in one dimension is given by:

=r D t2 (1.25)n n

=r D t2 (1.26)p p

where Dn is the diffusion coefficient for electrons and Dp for holes, measured in cm2 s−1.
The diffusion coefficients are connected to the mobility via the Einstein relationship:

μ=D
kT
q

(1.27)n n

μ=D
kT
q

(1.28)p p

The diffusion radii are the standard deviations of the charge density spread; from
the properties of the Gaussian distribution, we know that 95% of the charge is
contained within radius r2 n for electrons and r2 p for holes.

Figure 1.10 shows the diffusion spread with time of a point-like charge generated
at t = 0 without any recombination. The electron density is described by a Gaussian
with standard deviation given by (1.25), with the peak moving by a distance x
determined by (1.23) when the electric field is not zero.

Electrons spread 3 times faster than holes due to their diffusion coefficient being
three times higher; the values can be calculated from (1.29) and (1.30) and are
Dn = 36 cm2 s–1, Dp = 12 cm2 s–1 at 300 K.

During diffusion the charge carrier concentration decreases because they spread
out; at the same time their concentration decreases also because they are subjected to
various recombination processes, with their combined influence reflected in the
carrier lifetime. The longest distance the carriers can travel is naturally limited by
their lifetime and is called diffusion length. It is an important parameter in
semiconductors and enters numerous formulas describing image sensor operation.
The diffusion length Ln for electrons is defined by:
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τ=L D (1.29)n n n

and a similar expression can be written for hole diffusion length Lp. The diffusion
length is usually much larger than the typical pixel sizes due to the long carrier lifetime.

Example 1.8. Calculate the diffusion length for electrons in silicon with electron
lifetime τ =n 1 ms (fairly typical for low-doped, high quality epitaxial silicon). The
diffusion coefficient is =D 36n cm2 s−1.
Solution:

μ= × =−L 36 10 1897 mn
3

This is a really long distance; some image sensors are physically smaller than this!

Figure 1.10. Electron spread only due to diffusion (at zero electric field) and due to drift and diffusion with
electric field = 500 V cm−1 (after [2], p 55).
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Since charge travels so well on its own, can we collect it using only diffusion? The
short answer is ‘No’—collection entirely by diffusion can lead to significant losses
because the charge is not going to stay in the confines of the pixel where it was
generated. Diffusion is isotropic, and charge moves in all directions. To capture it,
we need the collection element to surround the charge on all sides, or a special
structure that forces the charge to go in one predominant direction.

Drift is a far better choice for charge collection because it is directional towards
the source of electric field. It is also much faster and minimises the chance of charge
loss. The distance travelled under drift (1.23) is proportional to time, while the
diffusion radius (1.25) increases much slower as a square root. Also, electrons move
three times faster than holes in electric field and not only 3 times faster as in
diffusion.

Example 1.9. Calculate the electron collection time if the charge moves only by
diffusion for the values in example 1.7, assuming that the charge is forced to travel in
one direction, and there is no charge loss.
Solution: Using equation (1.25) we can calculate the time it takes the electrons to
travel the longest distance, equal to the depth of the sensor μ= =r d 5 mn :

= = ×
×

=
−

t
r
D2

(5 10 )
2 36

3.5 nsn

n

2 4 2

Because of the stochastic nature of the diffusion this time can be considered as a
time constant; three time constants would suffice for 95% charge collection, and
equals to 10.5 ns. This time is two orders of magnitude longer than in charge
collection by drift.

1.4 Charge transfer
After the charge is collected it needs to be converted to a voltage or a current that
can be measured using electronic circuits. This could happen at the collection
element itself, but very often the tasks of collection and conversion are physically
separated for good reasons. The charge needs to travel to a dedicated place where it
is converted to an electrical signal; therefore, the task is to perform an efficient
charge transfer.

Figure 1.11 shows schematically three cases of charge transfer. Figure 1.11(a)
corresponds to CMOS image sensors using pinned photodiode as a collection
element and is probably the most widely used. Here the photogenerated electrons are
directed to the collection element by an electric field. The conversion element is
shielded from direct charge collection and receives only the charge transferred to it.
This is usually accomplished by either an optical shield over the conversion element,
or electrically—by steering the electrons away from it.
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Figures 1.11(b) and 1.11(c) show examples where the charge travels larger
distances, and the transfer is done is many steps. The transfer elements can either
be the same as the charge collection elements, as in full frame CCDs, or they can be
dedicated to charge transport only, as in interline transfer CCDs.

1.5 Charge conversion
Charge conversion is a crucial step that occurs at a sense node, where the charge is
converted to an electrical signal—most frequently a voltage. This can happen
destructively—meaning that after the conversion the charge cannot be recovered or
returned to its original state. This is the typical conversion in image sensors.

The conversion can also occur non-destructively, which is when the charge
remains unaltered and intact, and the same charge can be converted multiple times.

Figure 1.11. Charge transfer in image sensors: (a) single transfer; (b) multiple transfers with charge collection
elements capable of charge transfer; (c) multiple transfer with dedicated transfer elements which do not collect
charge.
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A circuit allowing non-destructive conversion would normally couple capacitively to
the charge without getting in physical contact with it.

Why is destructive conversion preferred? Because it is more sensitive and a larger
electrical signal can be obtained for the same charge, it is usually sufficient to convert
the signal into voltage only once. Multiple signal measurements requiring non-
destructive conversions are used only in some specialised sensors where they offer
some advantages, such as charge measurement during collection, or for noise
reduction.

Figure 1.12 shows four methods of charge conversion: (a)–(c) are destructive
because there is an electrode attached to the collection element; once the electrons
reach it, they exit the device through that external connection and there no easy way
of reversing this process.

In figure 1.12(a) the photogenerated current is continuously flowing out of the
device through a resistor; the voltage drop across it (i.e. the difference between the
bias voltage and the output) is the measure of the photocurrent.

Figure 1.12(b) shows the typical charge conversion circuit in the vast majority of
image sensors. A transistor act as an electronic switch to momentarily connect the
output to a stable bias voltage, and after that it is disconnected. The output terminal
has an equivalent capacitance C to ground, and when the charge Q reaches the
output a voltage step is produced:

∆ =V
Q
C

(1.30)

This voltage step is proportional to the photogenerated charge and is the output
signal. Figure 1.12(c) shows a more sophisticated version which uses a Charge

Figure 1.12. Charge conversion types: (a) continuous current on a resistor; (b) on the effective capacitance of
the charge collection element; (c) using a charge-sensitive amplifier; (d) non-destructive by electrostatic
induction.
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Sensitive Amplifier (CSA). Due to the negative feedback the CSA ‘moves’ the
incoming charge to the feedback capacitor and the voltage step (1.30) appears across
it, while the input stays at nearly constant voltage. The output signal can be large
because the feedback capacitor can be made very small.

Figure 1.12(d) illustrates the fourth method of charge conversion discussed here,
where the charge is sensed non-destructively by capacitive coupling. The output is
the top electrode of a floating capacitor, separated by an insulator from the structure
underneath. The collection element has capacitance to both the output and to
ground, so the equivalent circuit has two capacitors connected in series. After the
switch is disconnected, the collected charge couples by electrostatic induction to the
output electrode and produces a voltage change across the effective capacitance.
This method does not interfere with the collected charge because there is no
connection to it.

The common feature between the charge conversion methods in figures 1.12(b)
and (c) is that the charge is converted to voltage on a capacitance. This may not be a
physical capacitor as the feedback capacitor in figure 1.12(c), but an effective
capacitance to ground formed by the structure of the charge collection element.

The conversion to voltage is characterised by the conversion gainGc, expressed as
the voltage change at the output per one collected electron. Using (1.30), the
conversion gain is written as:

=G
q
C

(1.31)c

where q is the elementary charge and C is the conversion capacitance. The term
charge to voltage factor (CVF) is also frequently used as a synonym for the
conversion gain.

1.6 pn junction
The pn junction is arguably the most important element in image sensor technology.
It can be used for both charge collection and charge-to-voltage conversion and is
used in practically all image sensors. Many excellent books describing the pn
junction have been written (for example, [2] and [21]) and we are going to spend a
great deal on it too, due to its importance to image sensors.

1.6.1 pn junction in equilibrium

The pn junction is one of the types of charge collection elements with internal electric
field, discussed in the previous section. To form a pn junction a donor dopant is
implanted into p-type silicon (or the other way around), and then the device is
annealed to activate the implant2. The free electrons from the n-side start diffusing
into the p-type silicon and the free holes from the p-side into the n-type silicon; this
occurs naturally because of the concentration differences. Donor and acceptor
atoms on both sides of the junction are left without their electrons and holes to keep

2Nobody is forming junctions by bringing p- and n-type silicon bars together.
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them neutral, and this creates a region of fixed space charge—positively charged
donor atoms on the n-side and negatively charged acceptor atoms on the p-side. This
fixed charge creates a built-in electric field which counteracts the diffusion of both
majority carriers. The same field, however, is accelerating the minority holes in the
n-side and the minority electrons in the p-side towards the opposite sides of the
junction. As the space charge region grows, the electric field increases, slowing down
the diffusion until an equilibrium is reached. The two opposing currents balance
each other for both electrons and holes, the net flow becomes zero and the width of
the space charge region settles to xn on the n-side to xp on the p-side as shown in
figure 1.13.

The concentration of majority electrons and holes in the space charge region is
nearly zero due to the electric field which forces them away. The space charge region
is depleted from majority carriers and this is why it is more often called the depletion
region. The depletion behaves essentially as an insulator, separating the electrically
neutral (and conducting due to the large carrier concentration) n and p regions on
both sides.

Figure 1.13. Structure, electric field and potential in a pn junction in equilibrium.
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It is this electric field that makes the pn junction so useful in image sensors.
Electrons and holes generated by the photoeffect get separated upon entering the
depletion region and create current, which can be measured. Also, only a negligible
current will flow in the absence of light due to the depletion behaving as an insulator.
This is what was described in the previous sections when we discussed the idealised
charge collection.

In equilibrium the whole of the pn junction must remain electrically neutral
regardless of the fixed space charge. If we consider an abrupt junction, where the
doping concentrations ND (in the n-side) and NA (in the p-side) are uniform and
change in a stepwise fashion at the junction at =x 0, the condition of electrical
neutrality can be written as

=N x N x (1.32)n pD A

Equation (1.32) mathematically means that in the space charge region the number
of donor and acceptor atoms per unit area is equal. Despite its idealistic appearance,
the abrupt junction is a very good approximation to real pn junctions found in image
sensors.

From the condition of thermal equilibrium, it follows that the Fermi level
through the device is constant. Therefore, the valence and the conduction bands
must bend so that the Fermi level stays flat, creating the built-in potential Vbi in
figure 1.13. Because the electric field is the gradient of the potential distribution, this
is just another way to describe the presence of electric field in the space charge
region. The built-in voltage can be calculated from the uniformity of the Fermi level
and is [2]

= ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

V
kT
q

N N
n

ln (1.33)
i

bi
A D

2

where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration.
Integrating the Poisson equation for both sides [2], we can calculate the electric

field on the n-side − ⩽ ⩽x x( 0)n

ε ε
= +E x

qN
x x( ) ( ) (1.34)n

D

0 Si

and on the p-side ⩽ ⩽x x(0 )p

ε ε
= −E x

qN
x x( ) ( ) (1.35)p

A

0 Si

Here ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum and εSi is the dielectric constant of
silicon. The electric field has a linear dependence on distance because of the constant
doping concentrations in the abrupt junction approximation. We can see in
figure 1.13 that the electric field has a characteristic triangular shape and decreases
linearly from its maximum Emax at =x 0, where the formulas (1.34) and (1.35)
join up.
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ε ε ε ε
= =E

qN x qN x
(1.36)p n

max
A

0 Si

D

0 Si

The field becomes zero in the neutral silicon at ⩽ −x xn and ⩾x xp.
Furthermore, we can calculate the potential distribution in the junction by

integrating (1.34) and (1.35), using the boundary conditions − =V x V( )n n bi and
=V x( ) 0p p . This gives the expected quadratic dependence on distance, since we are

integrating a linearly changing electric field:

ε ε
= − +V x V

qN
x x( )

2
( ) (1.37)n nbi

D

0 Si

2

ε ε
= −V x

qN
x x( )

2
( ) (1.38)p p

A

0 Si

2

Here we must clarify an important point about the built-in potential—it does not
appear across the terminals of the junction. Anybody who has measured the voltage
across a pn diode with a voltmeter will testify that the voltage is zero, unless the
diode is illuminated. Obviously the pn junction is not a battery! The reason we do
not see the built-in voltage is the contact potential between the silicon and the
electrodes used to connect it to the outside world. The contact potentials between the
metal electrodes on the n and the p-side precisely cancel the built-in voltage, and
there is no potential difference between the two external electrodes. If that were not
the case, a shorted diode would generate a continuous current through itself, which
obviously does not happen.

The total width of the depleted region = +W x xn p can be found from (1.37) and
(1.38) by using that =V V(0) (0)n p , which gives

ε ε ε ε
− =V

qN
x

qN
x

2 2
(1.39)n pbi

D

0 Si

2 A

0 Si

2

From here, using (1.32) we can write

ε ε ε ε
= + = +

V
q N N N

N
x

q N N N
N

x
2

( )
2

( )
(1.40)n pbi

0 Si

A D D

A

2

0 Si

A D A

D

2

and finally, we get

ε ε=
+

x
q

N V
N N N

2
( )

(1.41)n
0 Si A bi

A D D

ε ε=
+

x
q

N V
N N N

2
( )

(1.42)p
0 Si D bi

A D A

The depletion widthW is the sum of (1.41) and (1.42)
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ε ε= +
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

W
q

N N
N N

V
2 (1.43)0 Si A D

A D
bi

Most of the pn junctions used in image sensors are one-sided (also called
asymmetric), i.e. one of the dopants has much higher concentration than the other.
Typical examples are n+p junctions used as photodiodes and for charge conversion.

In a one-sided n+p junction ≫N ND A, which leads to almost all of the depletion
being on the p-side because ≫x xp n. From (1.42) and (1.43) we see that ≅x Wp and
the expression for the depletion width simplifies to

ε ε=W
qN

V
2

(1.44)0 Si

A
bi

Why are we using one-sided junctions? If one dopant has significantly higher
concentration than the other, for example by a factor of 100, the depletion width is
determined entirely by the low-doped side, and only its concentration has to be
precisely controlled. The built-in voltage depends on both dopant concentrations,
but thanks to the logarithmic dependence in (1.33) it has much weaker effect on the
depletion width.

1.6.2 pn junction under reverse bias

The pn junction is very useful even without any voltage applied to it. Whether its
terminals are shorted or left floating, the internal electric field is still there and can
separate photogenerated electron–hole pairs. However, the depletion width in
equilibrium can be quite small, unless very low doping concentrations are used.
Increasing the depletion is often desired as it reduces the size of the field-free regions
and the extent of charge diffusion. This can happen when a reverse bias is applied
across the junction with the same polarity as the built-in voltage, i.e. positive on the
n-side (cathode) relative to the p-side (anode).

When a reverse biasVr is applied, the total voltage across the junction is +V Vbi r

and the depletion width in a n+p junction becomes

ε ε= +W
qN

V V
2

( ) (1.45)0 Si

A
bi r

Due to the asymmetric doping, the depletion width is almost entirely contained in
the p-side of the junction, and so is the electric field.

Example 1.10. Calculate the depletion depth of a silicon one-sided n+p junction with
= ×N 6.7 10A

14 cm−3 (resistivity ρ = Ω20 cm) and =N 10D
18 cm−3 for =V 0r

and =V 5r V and 300 K. Use that = ×n 1.45 10i
10 cm−3, ε = × −8.85 100

14 F cm−1

and ε = 11.9Si . Also calculate Emax and xn at =V 5r V.
Solution: First, from (1.33) we calculateVbi:
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= = × ×
×

× ×
×

=
−

−⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

V
kT
q

N N
n

ln
1.38 10 300

1.6 10
ln

6.7 10 10
2.1 10

0.74 V
i

bi
A D

2

23

19

14 18

20

Next, from (1.45) we calculate the depletion widths

μ= × × × ×
× × ×

=
−

−W (0V)
2 8.85 10 11.9 0.74

1.6 10 6.7 10
1.21 m

14

19 14

μ= × × × × +
× × ×

=
−

−W (5V)
2 8.85 10 11.9 (0.74 5)

1.6 10 6.7 10
3.36 m

14

19 14

The maximum electric field and xn can be calculated from (1.36) using that
≅x Wp :

ε ε ε ε
= = = × × × × ×

× ×
=

− −

−
−E

qN x qN W 1.6 10 6.7 10 3.36 10
8.85 10 11.9

34 200 Vcmmax
A

0 Si

A

0 Si

19 14 4

14
1p

ε ε= = × × ×
× ×

=
−

−x
E

qN
8.85 10 11.9 34 200

1.6 10 10
2.3 nmn

0 Si max

D

14

19 18

This example shows how much smaller the depletion is on the n-side in a one-
sided n+p junction compared to the p-side; in this case xn is entirely negligible.
The characteristic right-triangular shape of the electric field and its drop to zero at
the edge of the depletion are important features with implications to charge
collection.

Figure 1.14 shows the calculated potential and electric field from example 1.10
using (1.34)–(1.38), and a simulation using commercial TCAD software [27].

It is useful to compare the analytic formulae with a finite element device
simulation using the same parameters; this provides a necessary cross-check even
if both cannot be made exactly the same. The matching in figure 1.14 is good,
considering the approximations in the analytical calculation and the discrete
structure of the simulation model.

The approximation of ideal abrupt pn junction assumes that the space charge
region and the majority carrier concentration have infinitely sharp edges. This is of
course an idealisation and is the reason why the electrical field falls to zero at both
ends of the depletion. In practice infinitely sharp edges do not exist and the majority
carrier concentration changes smoothly.

The finite element analysis (FEA) TCAD simulation solves the Poisson equation
without this assumption and reveals the fine details at the edge of the depletion.
Plotted on a logarithmic scale, the electric field in figure 1.15 continues to be above
zero for about a micron beyond the calculated edge of the space charge region. This
field is small but can make a sizeable effect on the charge collection time due to drift
being much faster than diffusion, as discussed in section 1.3.3.
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The calculations in this section used the abrupt one-sided pn junction model,
which is a good approximation to most practical devices. This gives the familiar
square root dependence (1.45) of the depletion width on the reverse bias. A different
doping profile would produce a different voltage dependence, with the linearly
graded junction [2] the most notable example, giving ∝ +W V V( )bi r

1/3.

Figure 1.15. A comparison between the electric field calculated using the abrupt n+p junction approximation in
example 1.10 for =V 5r V, and an FEA device simulation which does not make this approximation.

Figure 1.14. Potential and electric field calculated and simulated in example 1.10 for =V 5r V.
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1.6.3 Charge collection

Due to its electric field, the pn junction collects electrons on the cathode, biased or
not. Looking back at figure 1.9, showing our then hypothetical charge collection
element, this is exactly what the pn junction does.

Without a reverse bias, the depletion is usually much smaller than the depth of the
device. In this case some of the charge will diffuse before collection, as shown in
figure 1.16(a). To minimise charge spread the field-free region must be eliminated, so
that full depletion is achieved. This is shown in figure 1.16(b), and the mathematical
condition is that the depletion width becomes equal to the device thickness.
Applying that =W d to (1.45) we can calculate the reverse bias Vfd at which full
depletion is achieved:

ε ε= +d
qN

V V
2

( ) (1.46)0 Si

A
bi fd

which gives

ε ε
= −V

qN d
V

2
(1.47)fd

A
2

0 Si
bi

Equation (1.47) tells us that the full depletion voltage is proportional to the
dopant concentration, and this is why it is easier to reach in high resistivity, low-
doped semiconductors.

Example 1.11. Calculate the full depletion voltage of the n+p junction in example
1.10 for a device thickness =d 5 μm.
Solution: Using (1.47) and the previously calculatedVbi

Figure 1.16. Charge collection in partially depleted (a); and in a fully depleted pn junction (b).
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= × × × × ×
× × ×

− =
− −

−V
1.6 10 6.7 10 (5 10 )

2 8.85 10 11.9
0.74 11.98 Vfd

19 14 4 2

14

For very thick devices the full depletion voltage is large and we can ignore Vbi

because ≫V Vfd bi.
We can now refine the treatment of the charge collection time in (1.24) for an

abrupt one-sided pn junction. Figure 1.17 shows the familiar triangular shape of the
electric field, which in full depletion is described by (1.35) with xp = W = d.

ε ε
= −E x

qN
d x( ) ( ) (1.48)A

0 Si

To avoid the electric field dropping to near zero at the back of the device, the
reverse bias can be increased above that required for full depletion so that the
junction becomes over-depleted. This creates an additional electric field Eod = Vod/d,
where Vod is the voltage top-up above Vfd. Adding Eod to E(x), and using (1.47)
with Vfd ≫ Vbi the electric field becomes

= − +E x
V
d

d x
V
d

( )
2

( ) (1.49)fd
2

od

Due to the linear dependence of the electric field the electron velocity nv will
change linearly too, depending on the position in the device according to

μ=x E x( ) ( )n nv . The travel time can be obtained by solving equation (1.50) as in [28]

μ≡ = − − +⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

x
dx
dt

V
d

d x
V
d

( )
2

( ) (1.50)n n
fd
2

odv

Here the minus sign takes into account that the electrons move opposite to the
direction of the x-axis, and we ignore velocity saturation. The solution for charge
generated at coordinate <x d0 is:

μ
=

−
+

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥( )

t
d

V2
ln

1

1
(1.51)

V
V V

x
d

2
2

n

2

fd fd

fd od

0

Figure 1.17. Electric field in a partially depleted (a), fully depleted (b) and over-depleted (c) abrupt pn junction.
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If Vod = 0 (1.51) simplifies to

μ
=

−
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

t
d

V
d

d x2
ln (1.52)

n

2

fd 0

and shows that when charge is generated near the back of the device (x0 ≈ d) the
charge collection time tends to infinity. This is because we are considering only
charge drift and the electric field at the back of the device for Vod = 0 is zero,
therefore an electron will stay there forever and will not be collected. Fortunately,
diffusion is ever-present and takes care of this ‘unphysical’ situation—the charge will
diffuse to regions with non-zero field will be quickly swept away.

The maximum charge collection time tmax for over-depleted junction (Vod > 0)
can be obtained from (1.51) for x0 = d

μ
= +

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

t
d

V
V V

V2
ln

2
(1.53)

n
max

2

fd

fd od

od

Comparing (1.53) to (1.24), the differences are a factor of two in the denominator
and the logarithmic term, which can become significant for low over-depletion
voltages. The two formulas give the same result when Vod = 2Vfd/(e

2 – 1) = 0.31Vfd.

Example 1.12. Calculate the maximum charge collection time for the pn junction in
example 1.11 for =V 1 Vod , ignoringVbi.
Solution: Using formula (1.53) we get

= ×
× ×

× + =
−

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

t
(5 10 )

2 1400 11.98
ln

2 11.98 1
1

24 psmax

4 2

However, this is wrong because we have ignored velocity saturation in the
derivation of the formula. A quick check using (1.49) for =x 0 gives

= ×6.7 10n
7v cm s−1, well above the saturation velocity. Therefore, this

calculation gives too short charge collection time; a better estimation as in
example 1.7 would give around 50 ps.

You may ask the question: do we need a specialised semiconductor structure (e.g.
pn junction or a MOS capacitor) to generate an electric field? Can we just apply
some voltage across silicon to collect the charge? Let’s investigate this, picking a
square pixel with size =a 10 μm in silicon substrate =d 5 μm thick. Applying
voltage V across the pixel will force current to flow because silicon has finite
resistance. This current will look like photogenerated signal and must be reduced as
much as possible; therefore, we have to choose intrinsic (i.e. undoped and pure) silicon,
which has the highest resistivity ρ = Ω230 k cm at room temperature. If we now apply
one volt across the pixel, the current can be calculated from the Ohm’s law:

ρ
= = =

× × × ×
=− −I

V
R

V
d a/

1
230 10 5 10 /(10 10 )

8.7 nA
2 3 4 4 2
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Comparing with examples 1.3 and 1.4 we see that this current is many orders of
magnitude higher than the photogenerated current; obviously a pixel made like this
will be a very poor image sensor. It may have a chance in very bright illumination
conditions, or when the sensor is cooled down (to increase the resistivity and reduce
the current), but not as a normal image sensor we are all used to.

1.6.4 Junction capacitance

Besides for charge collection, the pn junction can be used for charge-to-voltage
conversion as in the diagrams shown in figures 1.12(a)–(c). Two of the circuits rely
on the conversion of the photocurrent on an external resistor (figure 1.12(a)), or on
an external capacitor (figure 1.12(c)). The diagram in figure 1.12(b) shows the most
popular use, where the junction capacitance itself is used for the conversion.

As mentioned before, the depletion region is an insulator separating the conducting
p and n-type field-free regions. This is exactly the situation in a parallel plate capacitor
with a distance between the electrodesW and capacitance ε ε=C A W/0 Si , where A is
the electrode area. Using (1.45) the capacitance of the pn junction is

ε ε ε ε
= =

+
C

A
W

A
qN

V V2( )
(1.54)0 Si 0 Si A

bi r

Example 1.13. Calculate the capacitance of the pn junction with an area = μA 25 m2

with the parameters given in example 1.10 for =V 1 Vr .
Solution: From (1.54)

= × × × × × × × ×
× +

=−
− −

C 25 10
8.85 10 11.9 1.6 10 6.7 10

2 (0.74 1)
1.42 fF8

14 19 14

After the junction has been biased to Vr and left floating by disconnecting the
switch, photogenerated electrons will collect at the cathode and reduce its potential
according to formula (1.30). However, because the junction capacitance depends on
the applied voltage, it is not an ideal parallel plate capacitor. As electrons are
collected, the voltage on the junction goes down, and the capacitance goes up. The
change of the capacitance is nonlinear, and its dependence on the reverse bias can be
found by differentiating (1.54) byVr:

ε ε= −
+

= −
+

dC
dV

A qN
V V

C
V V2 2( ) 2( )

(1.55)
r

0 Si A

bi r
3

bi r

The nonlinear capacitance means that the conversion from charge to voltage will
be nonlinear too, which is not what we normally want from an image sensor. As
figure 1.18 shows, the change of capacitance can exceed 20% when the voltage across
the junction changes by 1 V. This change is large but can be counteracted by
connecting the junction in parallel with a larger, linear capacitance, so that the
nonlinearity is much reduced. In image sensors the role of this additional capaci-
tance is performed by the readout circuitry, as well as by actual capacitors.
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1.7 MOS capacitor
1.7.1 Depletion

The MOS capacitor is a structure that combines a metal electrode (usually called a
‘gate’) deposited on top of an insulator (typically SiO2), which is grown on silicon, as
shown in figure 1.19. Normally the gate is not made of metal but of heavily doped,
highly conductive polycrystalline silicon because this greatly improves the quality of
the Si–SiO2 interface and device yield. The gate was made of metal in the early days
of semiconductor technology and hence the term ‘MOS’ was coined back then, but it
remains in use to this day.

The MOS capacitor is the basic building block of the CCD and also of certain
type of CIS using photogates instead of a photodiode. Photogate-based CIS find
applications where fast or multiple charge transfer is needed, such as in some time-
of-flight (ToF) sensors.

Similarly to the pn junction, the MOS capacitor can be used to create an electric
field and depletion region suitable for charge collection. We will consider the
example in figure 1.19 with a n+-doped polysilicon gate and a p-type substrate.
Intuitively, a positive gate potential with respect to the substrate should force the
holes away from the Si–SiO2 interface and create a depletion region with depthW .
In the band diagram in figure 1.19 this is shown as downward bending of the
conduction and valence bands. Downward bending indicates increased potential
near the interface relative to the neutral bulk, which is connected to ground.

In an electrically neutral semiconductor, the difference between the Fermi level EF

and the mid-band (intrinsic) Fermi level Ei is the same everywhere, including at the

Figure 1.18. Junction capacitance and the change of the capacitance relative to =V 1 Vr for the pn junction in
example 1.13.
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Si–SiO2 interface. The difference −E Ei F in the bulk of a neutral p-type semi-
conductor can be expressed as:

φ = − = ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

q E E kT
N
n

ln (1.56)
i

B i F
A

When a gate voltageVG is applied so that the bands bend downwards, the surface
potential φs increases, and the surface hole concentration decreases according to

φ
= −⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

p N
q

kT
exp (1.57)A

s

When φ φ> > 0B s the semiconductor is depleted because the hole concentration
at the surface is lower than in the bulk. When φ φ=s B the surface hole concentration
becomes the intrinsic concentration ni, as can be verified by using equations (1.56)
and (1.57). If the gate voltage is increased even further, so that φ φ>s B, the surface
becomes inverted because there are more electrons than holes. Strong inversion

Figure 1.19. Energy-band diagram of a MOS capacitor in depletion.
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happens when φ φ> 2s B and is the condition used in enhancement mode MOS
transistors.

The depletion region in figure 1.19 looks very similar to the p-side of an abrupt pn
junction (figure 1.14) if we take the voltage at the junction as φs. Therefore, the
depletion depth can be calculated with equation (1.45)

ε ε φ
=W

qN

2
(1.58)0 Si s

A

and from it, the surface potential is

φ
ε ε

= qN W
2

(1.59)s
A

2

0 Si

The potential in the depletion region away from the surface (which is at =x 0) is
quadratic as in equation (1.38) describing the pn junction:

φ φ= −⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

x
x

W
( ) 1 (1.60)s

2

Since the substrate is at ground, we can write that the gate voltage is the sum of
the voltage across the oxideVox and the surface potential, ignoring for the moment
the flat-band voltage offset (described in the next section):

φ= +V V (1.61)G ox s

The oxide voltage is equal to the space charge in the depleted region divided by
the oxide capacitance per unit area Cox:

=V
qN W

C
(1.62)ox

A

ox

Substituting (1.59) and (1.62) into (1.61), we get the equation (1.63)

ε ε
= +V

qN W
C

qN W
2

(1.63)G
A

ox

A
2

0 Si

which can be solved to give the depletion depth as

ε ε ε ε ε ε= − + +⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

W
C C qN

V
2 (1.64)0 Si

ox

0 Si

ox

2
0 Si

A
G

We see that the depletion depth changes as the square root of the gate voltage,
similarly to the reversed-biased pn junction.

When φ φ> 2s B and in the absence of a ready source of electrons, as in figure 1.19,
inversion takes some time to take hold because the electrons needed to populate the
interface have to be generated thermally ([26], chapter 5). This allows the surface to
be taken far beyond φ φ> 2s B into deep depletion (figure 1.20) without surface
inversion, so that photogenerated electrons can be collected. This condition is what
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makes image sensors using photogates work. If inversion were to be established
immediately as in MOSFETs, the photogenerated charge would be swamped by the
many more electrically induced carriers.

Once collected, the signal electrons have nowhere else to go because they cannot
cross over the oxide, therefore signal detection via current is not an option.
However, the charge can be measured electrostatically (non-destructively) as in
figure 1.12(d), or it can be transferred to a separate charge conversion element. In
CCDs, for example, the charge is transported over large distances to a reverse-biased
pn junction for detection.

Regardless of how the signal is measured, it must be cleared from the MOS
capacitor before the next signal is collected. Unlike a pn junction the photogenerated
charge cannot be drained away simply by re-connecting the bias since the MOS
capacitor has no conductive path. The possibilities for clearing the charge are to
either: (a) transfer it in a controlled manner; (b) drain it by using an additional

Figure 1.20. Energy-band diagram of a MOS capacitor in deep depletion.
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structure next to the MOS capacitor, or (c) to recombine the signal electrons by
flooding the interface with holes.

1.7.2 Gate capacitance

Similarly to the pn junction, the depletion depth in the MOS capacitor is nonlinear
due to the square root in (1.64). This makes the MOS capacitance voltage dependent
too. The difference is that the total gate capacitance is determined by the oxide and
the depletion capacitances connected in series, as illustrated in figure 1.21:

= +
C C C
1 1 1

(1.65)
G ox dep

The oxide capacitance per unit area is given by

ε ε=C
t

(1.66)ox
0 ox

ox

where εox is the dielectric permittivity of SiO2 and tox is the gate oxide thickness. The
depletion capacitance per unit area can be determined by using the formula for the
parallel plate capacitor and (1.64):

ε ε= =
− + +

ε ε

C
W

1
(1.67)

C C

V
qN

1 1 2
dep

0 Si

ox ox
2

G

0 Si A

Due to the thin gate oxide Cox is usually very large, and in deep depletionVG is
large too, so that ≫C Cox dep and C1/ ox becomes negligible in (1.67). In this condition
the gate capacitance can be approximated with

Figure 1.21. MOS gate capacitance.
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ε ε
≈C

qN

V2
(1.68)G

0 Si A

G

which is almost identical to the capacitance of the pn junction in (1.54).

Example 1.14. Calculate the oxide capacitance per square centimetre and square
micron of 7 nm thick SiO2, using that εox = 3.9. Also calculate the gate capacitance
in deep depletion for = ×N 6.7 10A

14 cm−3 (resistivity ρ = Ω20 cm) andVG = 3.0 V.
Solution: From (1.66)

μ= × ×
×

= × =
−

−
− − −C

3.9 8.85 10
7 10

4.93 10 F cm 4.93 fF mox

14

7
7 2 2

Next, using (1.68)

μ

= × × × × × ×
×

= ×

=

− −
− −

−

C
8.85 10 11.9 1.6 10 6.7 10

2 3.0
4.34 10 F cm

0.04 fF m

G

14 19 14
9 2

2

The gate capacitance is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the oxide
capacitance, which should not come as a surprise because the depletion depth in
silicon is 2.4 μm (as can be verified from (1.64)), compared to just 0.007 μm oxide
thickness. In this case, ignoring Cox in the approximate formula (1.68) is fully
justified.

The gate capacitance in deep depletion is dominated by the depletion depth in
silicon because the oxide capacitance is normally much larger. However, if the
depletion is to shrink to zero, the silicon under the oxide becomes conductive and
acts as an electrode to the gate oxide. This makes the gate capacitance equal to the
very largeCox, which is the upper limit. The way to reach this condition is to operate
the MOS capacitor in accumulation by biasing the gate sufficiently negative relative
to substrate, so that holes gather at the Si–SiO2 interface. Another way to increase
the capacitance to Cox is to invert the surface and populate it with electrons, which
act as the second electrode. This is used in capacitors based on MOSFETs and is
described in the following section.

1.8 MOS transistor
1.8.1 Structure

MOS field effect transistors (MOSFETs) are the staple of microelectronics and are
the fundamental building block of nearly every integrated circuit. In image sensors
MOSFETs are used as buffers for signals with high output impedance, such as the
photogenerated voltage in a photodiode, and as amplifiers, current sources and
sinks, active loads, switches and capacitors.
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MOSFETs work using the field effect, describing the strong change of conduc-
tivity in a semiconductor (or another material such as graphene) under the influence
of an electric field. In p-type semiconductor the electric field induced by the gate–
substrate voltage can create a thin inversion layer of electrons at the Si–SiO2

interface. Devices operating like this are called surface channel transistors, shown in
figure 1.22(a), and comprise the vast majority of MOSFETs. They are also called
enhancement mode, or ‘normally off’ transistors, because at zero voltage on the gate
the transistor does not conduct.

Another type of MOSFET, called buried channel, or depletion mode transistor,
is shown in figure 1.22(b). In the buried channel n-MOSFET a n-type dopant is
implanted in the channel, which becomes conducting so that the transistor is
normally on without a voltage applied to the gate. To turn it off, a negative gate
voltage with respect to the source must be applied. This depletes the channel of
electrons until the conduction is cut off.

Described in simple terms, when the gate–source voltage VGS is above the
threshold voltageVT the transistor is conducting current, and when below threshold
the transistor is off, representing an infinite resistance. For MOSFETs in digital
circuits this description is very accurate—the transistors are either ‘fully on’ or ‘fully
off’, with no intermediate state. Analogue circuits use precise ways to smoothly
control the drain current so that the MOSFETs work as amplifiers of small signals,
or as current sources and sinks.

The source and the drain of the transistors shown in figure 1.22 are symmetrical
and interchangeable. The source and the drain are pn junctions in their own right,
and so is the whole of the buried channel in figure 1.22(b). They are always reverse
biased with respect to the substrate, and in common with any pn junction can be
photosensitive.

MOSFETs are essential for image sensor operation—the main reason is their
extremely high input impedance. As we saw already, the currents involved in
imaging can be very low; as an example, the dark current though a pixel could be
below 1 electron per second at room temperature—this is 1.6 × 10−19 A (or 160 zepto
amps), a phenomenally low current. Only a good insulator such as the SiO2 used as a
gate oxide in MOSFETs has a chance of low enough leakage that is not disturbing
this tiny current. For comparison, a very good discrete pn junction (e.g. a low

Figure 1.22. Surface (a) and buried channel (b) n-channel MOSFETs.
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leakage diode or the gate of a JFET) has reverse current of around 1 pA at room
temperature.

Both transistors in figure 1.22 can sit in p-wells in order to have good control over
certain MOSFET parameters such as the threshold. This also allows the substrate to
have different, usually lower doping concentration, which is needed to achieve the
desired depletion depth and charge collection.

1.8.2 MOSFET characteristics

There are plenty of excellent books describing how MOS transistors work [26, 29].
Here we are just going to give a short summary with the most relevance to image
sensors.

N-channel MOSFETs (n-MOSFETs) are made on p-type substrate and are used
in the pixel of most CIS which collect electrons as photogenerated signal. The classic
long channel model gives a good approximation for the characteristics of the
MOSFET. In the active region, when the drain–source voltage is small, i.e.

< < −V V V0 ( )DS GS T , the drain current in a transistor with channel length L and
widthW is given by

μ
= − −⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

I
C W

L
V V V

V
( )

2
(1.69)n

TD
ox

GS DS
DS
2

For surface channel transistors the electron mobility μn is much smaller than the
bulk mobility used to describe charge collection because of increased electron scattering
at the Si–SiO2 interface ([26], p 203). The active region is called a ‘linear regime’
because the drain current depends linearly onVGS. Also, when ≪ −V V V( )DS GS T the
second term in the brackets in (1.69) can be ignored and the drain current becomes
approximately linearly dependent on the drain–source voltage:

μ
≈ −I

C W

L
V V V( ) (1.70)n

D
ox

GS T DS

In the linear regime the MOSFET behaves as a resistor with voltage-controlled
resistance given by:

μ
= =

−
R

V
I

L
C W V V( )

(1.71)
n

lin
DS

D ox GS T

This is used in analogue switches which operate at very low voltage drop across
the drain–source ≪ −V V V( )DS GS T in their ‘on’ state, when >V VGS T.

For fixed VGS the drain current described by (1.69) initially increases with the
drain–source voltage, but as VDS continues to increase, the second term in the
brackets becomes larger and the drain current increase slows down. Eventually
the drain current stops increasing with VDS, or in other words, saturates.
Mathematically, saturation is expressed as ∂ ∂ =I V/ 0D DS , and by differentiating
(1.69) we can see that this happens when = −V V VDS GS T. For ⩾ −V V VDS GS T the
drain current in saturation depends quadratically on the gate–source voltage as
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μ
= −I

C W

L
V V

2
( ) (1.72)n

D
ox

GS T
2

Equation (1.72) describes a voltage-controlled current source because the drain
current does not depend on the drain voltage, but only on the inputVGS. A measure
of the dependence of the drain current on the gate–source voltage is the gate
transconductance gm, a very important device parameter:

μ
= ∂

∂
= −g

I
V

C W

L
V V( ) (1.73)n

m
D

GS

ox
GS T

Using (1.72), the gate transconductance can be expressed also as

μ
=g

C W

L
I

2 (1.74)n
m

ox
D

The transconductance describes how a small change GSv of the gate–source
voltage forces a drain current change =i gD m GSv . This is provided that its DC gate–
source voltageVGS is above threshold, the MOSFET is biased in saturation, and the
drain current is not limited by the supply. The changes GSv and iD can be thought of
as small AC signals on top of the largerVGS and ID, correspondingly. If the drain
current passes through the load resistor RL as in figure 1.23(a), iD will induce a
change ov of the drain voltage equal to

Figure 1.23. Common source MOSFET amplifier with resistive load with the substrate (bulk) connected to the
source (a) and its equivalent schematic (b). SPICE simulation with = ΩR 1ML ,VDD = 3.3 V and 40 mVpp, 1
MHz input sinewave signal starting from 1 μs onwards, showing 954 mVpp at the output (c).
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= = −i R g R (1.75)o D L m GS Lv v

The circuit is inverting because increasingVG makes the drain current increase too,
which in turn makes the output voltageVO decrease due to the larger voltage across
the load resistor. Since the top end of RL is at the supplyVDD, which is AC ground
(figure 1.23(b)), the AC gain of this circuit is the change of the output voltage
divided by the change of the input voltage:

= = −G g R (1.76)
o

GS
m L

v
v

The gain given by (1.76) applies only to AC signals well below the bandwidth of
the circuit and should not be confused with the ratio of the DC voltages at the drain
and the gate; the DC voltage ratio is a completely different matter.

The gain of this simple single-transistor circuit can be substantial, as figure 1.23(c)
demonstrates. Here the input AC signal is superimposed on a DC gate voltage of
0.54 V, needed to bias the transistor in saturation. This DC bias is chosen so that the
static drain voltage is at half the supply (1.65 V), thus maximising the swing at the
output.

Example 1.15. Calculate the gate transconductance of an n-MOSFET with = =W L
1 μm, μ =n 400 cm2 V−1 s−1, =Cox 4.93 fF μm−2 (7 nm thick gate oxide), =VT 0.4 V
and =VGS 0.5 V. Also, calculate the gm of the transistor in figure 1.23.
Solution: Substituting the parameters in formula (1.73) we get:

= × × × × − = μ
− −

−
−g

400 4.93 10 10 10
10

(0.5 0.4) 19.7 A Vm

15 8 4

4
1

To calculate the transconductance of the transistor in figure 1.23 we can use (1.76)
after calculating the gain from the given input and output AC voltages:

= = = = μ −g
G
R

954/40
10

23.9
10

23.9 A Vm
L

6 6
1

We can also see that the DC current through the MOSFET is
= −I V V R( )/D DD o L = 1.65 μA, and the DC voltage ratio = =V V/ 1.65/0.54 3.1O G

has nothing to do with the AC gain, which is 945 mV/40 mV = 23.9.

The achievable gain depends not only on the product g Rm L but also on the
supply voltage. Increasing gm makes the drain current increase too, according to
(1.74). With the supply fixed, the load resistance RL cannot be made arbitrarily
high because the voltage drop across it would ‘eat up’ into the available voltage
for the MOSFET. A way to get around this limitation is to use another MOSFET
as an active load instead of a resistor [29], which is the preferred method in IC
design.
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The formulas describing MOSFET operation assume that no current flows when
the gate–source voltage is below threshold. In practice when <V VGS T the drain
current is very small but not zero, and the MOSFET operates in subthreshold (also
known as weak inversion) mode. The drain current is caused by diffusion of
electrons from the source because their concentration is higher than at the drain [2].
The subthreshold current can be described by [29]:

φ
= ⎜ ⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

I I
W
L

V
n

exp (1.77)D D0
GS

T

where ID0 is a technology parameter of the order of 10−12 A called off-state leakage,
φ = kT q/T is the thermal potential and n is the subthreshold slope factor. Formula
(1.77) is valid for φ≫VDS T.

In subthreshold mode the drain current depends exponentially on the gate–source
voltage, rather than quadratically as in saturation (1.72). The gate transconductance
from (1.77) is

φ φ φ
= ∂

∂
= =⎜ ⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

g
I

V
I
n

W
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V
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I
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D

GS

D0

T

GS

T

D

T

The much higher rate of change of the drain current would appear to make the
transconductance high, but the drain current in subthreshold is in the nanoamp
range, so in practice gm is much lower than in saturation. This is one reason why
MOSFETs operating in subthreshold mode are rarely used as amplifiers. However,
subthreshold operation occurs in many MOSFET circuits where the source is
driving a high impedance load, such as the sense node connected to the reset
transistor in image sensors.

TCAD models such as the one in figure 1.24 are used to extract the transistor
characteristics, which after parameterisation are converted to SPICE models for
more convenient and faster simulations. The simulated input characteristic in

Figure 1.24. 2D TCAD model of an n-MOSFET with L = 0.6 μm,W = 1.0 μm, tox = 12 nm and uniform
p-well with boron doping of 2 × 1017 cm−3. The substrate (bulk) andVS are at ground, andVG = 1.0 V,VD = 3.3 V.
The structure is symmetrical, and the source and the drain are interchangeable.
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figure 1.25 shows that the threshold of this transistor, defined as the gate–source
voltage at which the drain current is 100 nA ×W L/ [26], is approximately 0.4 V.

Below threshold, the exponential dependence (1.77) holds for nearly 8 orders of
magnitude change of the drain current (figure 1.25(b)). The off-state leakage at
VGS = 0 V is around 20 pA, which may be low enough for many applications, but is
enormous in the context of image sensors—125 million electrons per second. The
transistor turns off completely only when its gate–source voltage is negative, and the
drain current becomes too low to be reliably simulated whenVGS < −0.5 V. Such low
off-state currents are indeed needed in image sensors, where the pixel dark current
can be measured in few electrons per second at room temperature.

1.8.3 Output resistance and body effect

Formula (1.72) tells us that in saturation the drain current does not depend on the
drain–source voltage, i.e. the MOSFET behaves as an ideal current source. This is
not exactly what happens in practice; as the drain–source voltage increases, the
effective channel length decreases through a mechanism known as channel modu-
lation [26] and the drain current slightly increases. The effect is easily seen in the
output transistor characteristics, such as those in figure 1.26, where the drain current
continues to increase withVDS after saturation is reached. In the absence of channel
modulation, the drain current would be ‘flat’ for highVDS and the output impedance
would be infinity.

This effect can be approximated with a resistor connected in parallel with the
channel, between the source and the drain. Mathematically this is expressed by
multiplying the drain current (1.72) with a term containing the drain–source voltage
and the channel modulation parameter λ:

μ
λ= − +I

C W

L
V V V

2
( ) (1 ) (1.79)n

D
ox

GS T
2

DS

Figure 1.25. TCAD simulation of the input characteristic of the n-MOSFET in figure 1.24 forVDS = 3.3 V
plotted on a linear scale (a), and on a semi-log scale (b).
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The change of the drain current caused by the drain–source voltage is called
output conductance3gds and is defined as

μ
λ λ

λ
= ∂

∂
= − =

+
g

I
V

C W

L
V V

I
V2

( )
1

(1.80)n
ds

D

DS

ox
GS T

2 D

DS

Normally the parameter λ is small, and as a rule of thumb gds is about a hundred
times smaller than the gate transconductance gm [29]. The output conductance
(1.80) for small λ simplifies to

λ
λ

λ=
+

≅g
I

V
I

1
(1.81)ds

D

DS
D

The output conductance gds can be substituted by the output resistance4rds in the
MOSFET model in figure 1.27. The output resistance is simply the inverse of the
output conductance:

λ
= =r

g I
1 1

(1.82)ds
ds D

A much stronger effect on the drain current is caused by the source–substrate
voltage through modulation of the transistor threshold. This is called body effect and is
important for many circuits such as source followers, amplifiers and analogue switches.

Figure 1.26. Output characteristics of the transistor in figure 1.24.

3 The drain–source voltage directly affects the drain current and therefore the term we use is conductance. The
gate–source voltage influences the drain current indirectly, and the term transconductance (transfer of
conductance) is used. It is also called mutual conductance, which gives the letter m in gm.
4Normally we think of the output resistance as a resistor in series with a voltage source. The MOSFET is a
current source, therefore its output resistance is in parallel with the channel.
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In normal operation the source–bulk and drain–bulk pn junctions are reverse
biased. When the source voltage is higher than the bulk ( >V 0SB ), the depletion
under the channel grows. This increases the amount of negative space charge, which
is coupled capacitively to the inversion layer and induces in it a charge of the
opposite polarity. Therefore, the gate voltage forcing channel inversion must
increase to maintain the same drain current, which is equivalent to increasing the
transistor threshold.

A more detailed description of the body effect is given in the following section,
but here we will look at the practical aspects. Figure 1.28 shows the input
characteristics of an n-MOSFET for three different source–bulk voltages as a
parameter. The threshold increases in a sub-linear fashion by over 400 mV for a 2 V
change inVSB (the full dependence is given by (1.94)), and more than doubles. This is

Figure 1.27. MOSFET model with output resistance and body effect.

Figure 1.28. Body effect in an n-MOSFET with L = 1.0 μm andW = 1.0 μm, manufactured in 180 nm CMOS
process.
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a substantial change; such large increase in VT is usually not welcome because it
reduces the available voltage range for the signal, since the supply is fixed.

Similarly to the gate transconductance, the body transconductance gmb can be
calculated from (1.79) as the rate of change of the drain current caused byVSB:

μ
λ= ∂

∂
= ∂

∂
∂
∂

= − − + ∂
∂

g
I
V

I
V

V
V

C W

L
V V V

V
V

( )(1 ) (1.83)n
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D
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D

T

T

SB

ox
GS T DS

T

SB

and using (1.73) with added channel modulation, we can write

= − ∂
∂

g g
V
V

(1.84)mb m
T

SB

The negative sign in (1.83) is there because ∂ ∂ >V V/ 0T SB and increasingVSB makes
the drain current smaller by increasing the threshold. From the example in
figure 1.28 and (1.84) we see that gmb is roughly a factor of 10 smaller than gm,
which generally holds as a rule of thumb [29].

The body effect is not unavoidable; if the bulk and the source are at the same
potential it can be eliminated. The bulk, which is the p-well in n-MOSFETs, can
either be joined to the substrate intrinsically because they are both p-type, as in
figure 1.29(a), or are floating, as in figure 1.29(b).

Unless all transistors in the circuit operate with their sources grounded, connect-
ing to sources to the bulk is not an option for figure 1.29(a), therefore the body effect
will be there. The floating p-well in figure 1.29(b) solves the problem because the
bulk can be connected to the source of each transistor and be at a different potential,
made possible by the deep n-well isolation.

1.8.4 Transistor threshold

Normally, transistor thresholds are chosen to be around 0.6–0.8 V. These high
thresholds are necessary to reduce the subthreshold leakage in large digital circuits,
where the leakage from billions of transistors can add up to unacceptable levels.

High transistor thresholds may not be optimal for analogue circuits. Supply
voltages in image sensors are low and transistor thresholds often appear as

Figure 1.29. MOSFET in a p-well intrinsically connected to substrate (a) and in a floating p-well (hot p-well)
with deep n-well isolation (b).
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undesirable voltage offsets, eating into the precious signal amplitude. Because of
this, special transistors with ‘lowVT’ or even ‘ultra-lowVT’ have been developed and
are increasingly being used.

Understanding how the transistor threshold depends on the oxide thickness,
substrate doping concentration and bias, and its impact on performance is very
important for an image sensor designer.

In an n-MOSFET using highly doped n-type poly-Si gate at zero gate bias
(equilibrium state) the p-type body is already in depletion due to the difference in the
work functions between the gate and the substrate. Starting with the energy diagram
in figure 1.30, we observe that a negative voltage has to be applied to the gate so that
the flat-band condition is achieved. The voltageVFB is called flat-band voltage and is
defined as the difference between the Fermi levels of the gate and the substrate,
which in this condition is equal to the difference between the two work functions

ψ ψ= −V (1.85)FB G S

For the structure in figure 1.30 (highly doped n-type poly-Si gate over a p-type
substrate)VFB is negative, at about −0.6 to −0.9 V. From figure 1.30 we can also see
that φ φ= −VFB B G and using (1.56) can write

φ φ= − = − −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

V
kT
q

N
n

kT
q

N
n

ln ln (1.86)
i i

FB B G
A D

where NA and ND are the dopant concentrations in the substrate and the polysilicon
gate, respectively.

The threshold voltage can be calculated from the general equation (1.87) [26],
which simply states that the potential drops across the oxide and the substrate
balance the gate voltage.

Figure 1.30. Band diagram of a MOS capacitor in flat-band condition and in strong inversion.
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φ− = +V V V (1.87)G FB s ox

In flat-band condition − =V V 0G FB and φ = =V 0s ox . Starting with the flat-band
condition, we then calculate the additional gate voltage change to bring the substrate
into strong inversion or any other condition.

The voltage across the oxide is given by the space charge in the depleted region
per unit area Qb0, divided by the gate capacitance:

=V
Q

C
(1.88)ox

b0

ox

Using equation (1.58) forW , Qb0 is written as:

ε ε φ
ε ε φ= = =Q qN W qN

qN
qN

2
2 (1.89)b0 A A

0 Si s

A
0 Si A s

The space charge in a p-type substrate is negative due to the negatively charged
acceptor atoms. When an additional reverse voltage VSB is applied between the
source and the bulk the width of the depletion region expands similarly to a reverse-
biased pn junction (1.45) and the space charge per unit area becomes

ε ε φ= +Q qN V2 ( ) (1.90)b 0 Si A s SB

Strong inversion is achieved when φ φ= 2s B. In contrast with the deep depletion
shown in figure 1.20, in the n-MOSFET strong inversion is achieved very quickly
because the highly doped source and drain provide an abundant supply of electrons.
Once inversion is reached, the surface potential and the depletion depth stop
growing with the gate voltage because the semiconductor below is screened from
further potential changes by the thin inversion layer.

The threshold voltage can be calculated from (1.87) using =V VT G and φ φ= 2s B.

φ= + + −V V
Q
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C
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HereQss is the fixed surface charge density at the oxide, which is normally positive
and has densityQ q/ss in the range 1010–1011 cm−2. Equation (1.91) can be written as

φ= + + − +
−

V V
Q

C

Q

C

Q Q

C
2 (1.92)T FB B

b0

ox

ss

ox

b b0

ox

The first four terms do not depend on the substrate voltage and give the threshold
voltage for =V 0SB :

φ φ
ε ε φ

= + + − = + + −V V
Q

C

Q

C
V

qN

C

Q

C
2 2

2 2
(1.93)T0 FB B

b0

ox

ss

ox
FB B

0 Si A B

ox

ss

ox
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The final expression for the threshold voltage including the dependence onVSB is

ε ε
φ φ= +

−
= + + −( )V V

Q Q

C
V

qN

C
V

2
2 2 (1.94)T T0

b b0

ox
T0

0 Si A

ox
B SB B

It could be very confusing to keep track of the signs of the terms in (1.93), but the
following considerations and a careful look at figure 1.30 should help. The gate
voltage should bend the bands downwards to reach inversion, therefore the second
term φ2 B should be positive. Also, the gate voltage should counteract the negative
space charge, therefore the third term must also be positive. The fourth term is
negative because Qss reduces the needed voltage to achieve inversion, since Qss is a
positive charge which acts in the same direction.

Example 1.16. Calculate the threshold voltage of an n-MOSFET with the following
parameters: = ×N 2 10A

17 cm−3,gatedoping =N 10D
19 cm−3, =Cox 4.93fFμm−2 (7nm

thick gate oxide), =Q q/ 10ss
10 cm−2 and 300 K. Use that = ×n 1.45 10i

10 cm−3,
ε = × −8.85 100

14 F cm−1 and ε = 11.9Si . Also calculateVT for = ×N 1 10A
16 cm−3.

Solution: The first step is to calculate φB, φG and the flat-band voltage from (1.86)

φ = − = − × ×
×

×
×

= −
−

−
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

kT
q

N
n

ln
1.38 10 300

1.6 10
ln

2 10
1.45 10

0.425 V
i

B
A

23

19

17

10

φ = = − × ×
× ×

=
−

−
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

kT
q

N
n

ln
1.38 10 300

1.6 10
ln

10
1.45 10

0.527 V
i

G
D

23

19

19

10

φ φ= − = − − = −V 0.425 0.527 0.952 VFB B G

Next, the third term in (1.93) is:

ε ε φ

= × × × × × × × × ×
× ×

=
− −

−

qN

C

2 2

2 8.85 10 11.9 1.6 10 2 10 2 0.425
4.93 10 10

0.486 V

0 Si A B

ox

14 19 17

15 8

The last term is

= × ×
× ×

=
−

−

Q

C
10 1.6 10
4.93 10 10

0.003 Vss

ox

10 19

15 8

Finally, the threshold is:

= − + × + − =V 0.952 2 0.425 0.486 0.003 0.381 VT0

Repeating the calculation for = ×N 1 10A
16 cm−3 gives = −V 0.084 VT0 .

The threshold voltage can be effectively controlled by the dopant concentration of
the substrate, and special ‘threshold adjust’ implants are used for that purpose. This
example also shows that the natural threshold of n-MOSFETs in higher resistivity
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substrates is around 0 V. Such transistors without a threshold adjustment implant
are called ‘native’.

The threshold volage is temperature dependent via the thermal potential entering
VT0. For n-MOSFETs the temperature coefficient of the threshold is negative and is
typically around −2 mV °C−1, with a range between −0.5 and −4 mV °C−1; for
p-MOSFETs the coefficient is positive.

1.8.5 Analogue switch

MOSFETs working as analogue switches are used to route signals and connect
various points together. Their other use is in sample and hold (S&H) circuits to
temporarily connect a signal to a capacitor, so that its value can be stored.
Figure 1.31 shows a simple S&H circuit built with a MOSFET and a capacitor.
With the transistor on, the capacitor charges to the input voltage Vin through the
resistance of the channel. After the switch turns off, the disconnected capacitor
retains its voltage for a very long time (which can be seconds) and this makes it
useful as an analogue memory.

To turn the switch on, the gate–source voltage must be above the transistor
threshold, but the MOSFET is symmetrical and can work in both directions. The
gate–source voltage can be considered as either = −V V VGS G in or = −V V VGS G out;
if one of them is higher than VT the transistor will turn on. The maximum input
voltage this single-transistor analogue switch can handle is −V VG T, and is limited
by the highest voltage that can be applied to the gate, which is typically the supply
voltage. The threshold suffers from the body effect.

The source–drain voltage in the ‘off’ state can be very large, but in the ‘on’ state it
must be low because the MOSFET behaves as a resistor only when

≪ −V V V( )DS GS T . When connecting two points with very different potentials,
initially the drain current can be large and the MOSFET will be operating in
saturation, until the voltages equalise, and the transistor enters linear regime. This is
what happens in the switch in figure 1.31—regardless of the initial capacitor voltage
(within the operating limits), the end voltage isVin.

Analogue switching occurs if at least one of the terminalsVin andVout is at high
impedance, so that the input and output have a chance to equalise. If bothVin and
Vout are low impedance sources this will not happen, and they will maintain their own
voltages—current will flow between them, but we would not call that switching.

Figure 1.31. Analogue sample and hold switch built with an n-MOSFET (a) and its equivalent circuit.
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Example 1.17. Calculate the ‘on’ resistance of n-MOSFET with = =W L 1.0 μm,
μ =n 400 cm2 V−1 s−1, =Cox 4.93 fF μm−2 (7 nm thick gate oxide), =VT 0.4 V and

=VGS 1.0 V. Also, calculate the bandwidth of the circuit in figure 1.31 for C = 1 pF.
Solution: The drain–source voltage should be much smaller than the overdrive
voltage −V VGS T, so that the transistor operates in the linear regime. From equation
(1.71) the resistance is:

=
× × × × × −

= Ω
−

− −R
10

400 4.93 10 10 10 (1.0 0.4)
8.4 klin

4

15 8 4

The signal bandwidth is calculated from:

π
= =

× ×
=−BW

R C
1

2
1

6.28 8400 10
18.9 MHz

lin
12

Despite the MOSFET appearing to have too high a resistance for something to be
called an analogue switch, for the usual small load capacitances the response of the
circuits like those in figure 1.31 can be quite fast.

The simple n-MOSFET switch in figure 1.31, and its p-MOSFET counterpart,
have substantial limitations on their operating voltages. For example, in a circuit
supplied with 3.3 V, a typical n-MOSFET will not be able to switch voltages higher
than about 2.5 V. This is because the threshold is high due to the body effect (see
figure 1.28), and the maximum gate voltage is 3.3 V. Also, its ‘on’ resistance changes
wildly as a function of the input voltage, becoming very high as the gate–source
voltage approaches threshold according to (1.71).

To solve this problem, the CMOS analogue switch [29] in figure 1.32 is used. It
works well for any input voltage within the supply rails and exhibits much smaller
change of the ‘on’ resistance than the single-transistor switch. The CMOS variant
has an n-MOSFET and a p-MOSFET connected in parallel; the n-channel transistor

Figure 1.32. CMOS analogue switch.
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takes care of the low input voltages for whichVGS is large. To complement this, the p-
channel transistor works at high inputs because zero gate voltage is applied to turn it
on, and its VGS is maximised. The switch control requires complementary gate
voltages: =V VG DD and =V 0G for the ‘on’ state and the opposite for the ‘off’ state.

Figure 1.33(a) shows a simulation of the CMOS switch in figure 1.32 for input
voltage spanning from substrate potential to the supply. We see that the n-MOSFET
transistor behaves like a resistor up to an input voltage around 2.4 V (for 3.3 V
supply); above that it fails to faithfully follow the input. This is caused by its high
threshold—the output can never be higher than the gate voltage minus the threshold

−V VG T, and the threshold is around 0.9 V due to the strong body effect. Similarly,
the p-MOSFET transistor begins to work only for voltages exceeding about 1 V. By
connecting two complementary transistors in parallel we have an excellent switch
action across the whole input range, spanning from zero (substrate potential) to the
supplyVDD.

The resistance of the CMOS switch in figure 1.33(b) is the parallel combination of
the two transistors: The n-MOSFET has low resistance at low input voltages and the
p-MOSFET at high voltages, so the paralleled resistance does not suffer from large
variations. The transistors can be sized appropriately so that the shape of the
resistance curve is symmetrical, as done for the switch in figure 1.32.

1.8.6 MOSFET capacitor

When operating in inversion or accumulation, the concentration of free carriers in
the MOSFET channel is very high. The free carriers act as one half of a parallel plate
capacitor, with the other half being the gate. Normally only inversion is used; this is

Figure 1.33. Output characteristic (a) and resistance (b) of the CMOS analogue switch in figure 1.32 for
VDD = 3.3 V,VG = 3.3 V and VG = 0 V.
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because to bias the channel of a n-MOSFET in accumulation the gate must be
negative with respect to the bulk, which is possible, but rarely a practical option.

Figure 1.34 shows two ways to create MOSFET capacitors, for n- and p-channel
transistors. For both the bulk, source and drain are connected, and both circuits are
equivalent to a capacitor to ground, because the supplyVDD is AC ground too. For
correct operation in inversion, we need >V VG T for the n-MOSFET, and

< −V V VG DD T for the p-MOSFET.

Example 1.18. Calculate the gate capacitance to substrate of a n-MOSFET with
= =W L 5.0 μm, =Cox 4.93 fF μm−2 (7 nm thick gate oxide), =VT 0.4 V and =VGS

2.0 V. Compare with the pn junction capacitance in example 1.13.
Solution: Because ≫V VGS T the channel is in inversion, therefore the gate
capacitance is

= = × × =C WLC 5 5 4.93 123.3 fFox

This capacitance is about 90 times higher than the pn junction with the same area
in example 1.13.

The gate capacitance of a MOSFET offers the highest capacitance per unit area
because it uses very thin oxide measured in just a few nanometres; there is simply no
other way to achieve such high specific capacitance. The downside is that the
transistor must always be in inversion, and failure to follow this results in much
smaller capacitance, paired with nonlinearity.

1.9 Source follower
1.9.1 Gain

The source follower (SF) is among the simplest, but also the most important circuits
in image sensors. The name simply means that the source voltage ‘follows’ the gate

Figure 1.34. MOSFETs used as capacitors.
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voltage. Because of the transistor threshold there is a DC offset between the gate and
the source and the ‘following’ applies only to the AC component of the gate voltage.

Figure 1.35 shows two basic SF circuits using a resistor as a load; they are useful
to explain how the SF works but rarely used in practice because resistors take up too
much space in integrated circuits.

We can derive the voltage gain of the simple SF in figure 1.35(b). The transistor
operates in saturation and the relationship between the DC voltages (marked with
capital letters) for >V VGS T is:

≈ −V V V (1.95)O G T

For small signal analysis we use the AC components of the output voltage Ov ,
drain current iD and the gate–source voltage GSv , marked with lower case letters.

The definition of the transconductance (1.73) applied to small signals states that a
small change of the gate–source voltage GSv around a DC bias point induces a small
change in the drain current iD, and we can write

=i g (1.96)D m GSv

The small signal schematic in figure 1.36 shows that the drain current flows
through the load resistor RL since the drain is connected to the supply voltageVDD,
which is at AC ground. For simplicity, the load resistance here includes the

Figure 1.35. Source follower with resistor load and body connected to the substrate(a); and with the body
connected to the source to avoid the body effect (b).

Figure 1.36. Small signal equivalent schematic of a source follower without body effect.
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transistor’s output resistance rds, which similarly to (1.82), can be replaced by the
transconductance =g R1/L L.

The output voltage Ov of the SF is the drain current (1.96) multiplied by the load
resistance RL:

= =i R g R (1.97)O D L m GS Lv v

Using that = −GS G Ov v v and substituting in (1.97) we get

=
+

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

g R

g R1
(1.98)O

m L

m L
Gv v

The term in brackets is the gain of the source follower GSF:

= =
+

=
+

G
g R

g R

g

g g1
(1.99)SF

O

G

m L

m L

m

m L

v
v

In the absence of body effect, the gainGSF given by (1.99) is very close to one and
is typically above 0.9. With body effect the gain is

=
+ +

G
g

g g g
(1.100)SF

m

m mb L

Because usually ≈g g0.1mb m the theoretical maximum gain with body effect is
around 0.9 (if RL is very large, ≈g 0L ), but in practice is around 0.8.

Figure 1.37 shows the DC transfer characteristic of a source follower with
resistive load, which can be used to determine the gain. Formulas (1.99) and (1.100)
give the gain for small input signals when the source follower is biased in saturation
and should not be confused with the ratio between the DC voltages at the source and
the gate. When the input voltage is close toVT the ratio of the DC source and gate

Figure 1.37. DC transfer characteristics of a source follower with W/L = 1μ/1μ, RL = 1 MΩ andVDD = 3.3 V,
with and without body effect, corresponding to figure 1.35.
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voltages can be very far from the AC small signal gain, but it does approach it for
high input voltages. This is because the output voltage stays at zero until the input
exceeds the transistor threshold.

Example 1.19. Calculate the approximate SF gain from the data in figure 1.37.
Solution: The gain is defined as the change of the output voltage over a small change
in the input voltage. Since the output voltage is linear for >V 0.6 VG , we can use
any input voltage difference above that, for example between =V 2.0 VG and

=V 3.0 V.G Without body effect ≈ − =G (2.4 1.5)/1.0 0.9SF ; with body effect
≈ − =G (2.0 1.2)/1.0 0.8SF . A proper fit to the numerical data gives =G 0.94SF

and =G 0.77SF , correspondingly.

The gain of the source followerGSF is always less than one. For the typical source
follower operating currents of few microamps the load resistor RL should be in the
mega-ohm range. It is not practical or even possible to include such a large resistor
on a chip; instead, an active load is used virtually everywhere. Figure 1.38(a) shows a
source follower M1 working with an active current load. Because the current is
flowing into the load it is also called a current sink.

The simplest possible current load is built with just one MOSFET, as shown in
figure 1.38(b). Since in saturation the MOSFET behaves as a voltage-controlled
current source according to (1.72), when an appropriate voltageVbias is applied to the
gate of M2 the drain current Ibias is nearly constant and independent of the output
voltageVO. In practice Ibias depends slightly onVO due to the output resistance of M2.

The current load can be taken a step further in figure 1.38(c) with a current mirror
consisting of the transistors M2 and M3. An external current Iin is supplied to M3,
which is connected as a MOS diode. This creates the voltage dropVbias across M3,
which in turn supplies the gate of M2. What this does is to generate the voltageVbias

locally to the source follower, using a current input instead of a voltage input. If
transistors M2 and M3 were the same, the same gate–source voltage Vbias ensures
that their drain currents would be the same too. When Ibias is just a few microamps,

Figure 1.38. Source follower using an active current load: (a) symbolic representation; (b) with externally
biased load transistor; (c) with current mirror.
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the voltageVbias is very close to the transistor threshold and is typically around 0.4–
0.6 V.

The current Ibias depends on the channel width and length of M2 and M3 as [29]

= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

I I
W
W

L
L

(1.101)bias in
2

3

3

2

Equation (1.101) tells us that the bias current Ibias ‘mirrors’ the input current Iin

through a proportionality constant, determined by the width and the length of the
two transistors. Normally =L L2 3 and this allows the current ratio to be chosen
simply as the width ratio of M2 over M3. The transistor M3 can generate the bias for
many current load transistors and can be shared among them.

Source followers with an active load have better performance and higher gain
than the resistor-loaded followers due to the high dynamic resistance of the load
transistor. They are almost invariably used in all CMOS image sensors and will pop
up frequently in the following chapters.

1.9.2 Input capacitance

The input capacitance of the source follower adds to the sense node capacitance,
therefore, it is part of the charge-to-voltage conversion. Electrically, the input
capacitance consists of two parts, as shown in figure 1.39(a):

(a) Cd ‘detection capacitance’ is all the capacitance between the gate and the
substrate, with the substrate being at AC ground. The gate–drain capacitance is also
connected between gate and AC ground, and for simplicity is included in Cd.

(b) CGS is the capacitance between the gate and source.
We would like to know the effective gate capacitance to substrateCin. We can find

it by introducing a small charge Q at the input, which changes the gate voltage by
= Q C/G inv . The change of the output voltage, including the source follower gain, is
= QG C/o SF inv , therefore we need to find an expression for ov .
The charge Q is shared between the two capacitances, so that from conservation

of change we have

= +Q C C (1.102)d G GS GSv v

Figure 1.39. Source follower driven by a high impedance charge input (a) and its simulation schematic (b).
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Using that = −GS G ov v v and = Go SF Gv v from (1.99), equation (1.102) can be
written as

= + −⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

Q C
G

C
G

(1.103)d
o

SF
GS

o

SF
o

v v
v

From here, solving for ov we get

=
+ −

QG
C C G(1 )

(1.104)o
SF

d GS SF
v

From equation (1.104) we can conclude that the effective input capacitance of the
source follower is

= + −C C C G(1 ) (1.105)in d GS SF

It is not surprising thatCd appears unaltered in the input capacitance, because it is
connected to the substrate. On the other hand, CGS is significantly attenuated; the
voltage change acrossCGS is much smaller than the gate voltage because the source
closely follows the gate. A reduced voltage change means that the capacitance is
reduced too; in the extreme case when the source follows the gate exactly ( =G 1SF )
there would be no voltage change across CGS, therefore no current would flow
through it. This is the same as if CGS is not connected at all, i.e. =C 0GS . For the
typical SF gains of 0.8–0.9, CGS is reduced by a substantial factor.

Figure 1.39 gives a schematic view of the capacitances as they appear electrically,
but we can also consider their physical location in figure 1.40. There are three
physical gate capacitances—to the source, the drain and the channel.

The gate–source and gate–drain edge capacitances are identical for the sym-
metrical transistor in figure 1.40 and are given by

= =C C C W (1.106)GSe GDe e

HereCe is the edge capacitance per unit length of gate overlap and can be found
from the process specifications for the used CMOS technology.

The gate area capacitanceCGa is between the gate and the conducting channel. In
a source follower configuration, the potential along the channel is superimposed on
the source potential, thereforeCGa is effectively connected between the gate and the
source, the same as CGSe. CGa is [30]

=C C WL
2
3

(1.107)Ga ox

and is smaller than the expected C WLox due to the potential distribution in the
channel.

Therefore, substitutingCGDe forCd and +C C( )GSe Ga forCGS in (1.105) the input
capacitance of the source follower becomes

= + + −C C C C G( )(1 ) (1.108)in GDe GSe Ga SF
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Finally, using the transistor geometry, the capacitance can be written as:

= + + −⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

C C W C W C WL G
2
3

(1 ) (1.109)in e e ox SF

Usually CGa is much larger than the edge capacitances due to the large Cox, but
fortunately it is strongly suppressed by the factor − G(1 )SF .

Chapter summary
1. Photons generate electron–hole pairs in silicon via the internal photoeffect.

Energetic charged particles generate electron–hole pairs via ionisation.
Charge is generated independently of the doping concentration and the
concentration of free carriers in the semiconductor.

2. A single photon with wavelength between 1100 and 369 nm can generate
only one electron–hole pair in silicon. Above 1100 nm silicon is transparent
and insensitive to light.

3. Photons with wavelengths shorter than 369 nm (3.36 eV) generate more
than one electron–hole pair, and for photons with energies above 10 eV the
electron–hole creation energy levels off to about 3.65 eV.

4. The absorption length of light in silicon depends strongly on the photon
energy, and changes between few nanometres at UV to hundreds of
micrometres for near-IR light and soft x-rays.

Figure 1.40. Location of the gate capacitances in a MOSFET. The shallow trench insulation (STI) oxide
surrounds the MOSFET on all four sides.
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5. Carrier lifetimes in high quality silicon are in the millisecond range and
decrease with increasing trap or doping concentration. Trap-assisted
recombination is the dominant mechanism controlling carrier lifetime.

6. Charge is collected by diffusion and drift. Drift occurs under electric field
and is the preferred way of charge collection due to its high speed.

7. Charge diffuses regardless of whether there is an electric field or not, but a
short collection time under drift does not allow for significant diffusion. In
field-free semiconductor the charge diffuses until it is trapped or reaches a
region with electric field.

8. The rate of direct electron–hole recombination in silicon is vanishingly
small except at very high carrier concentrations. This is why electrons and
holes generated in a dense cloud diffuse away before they have a chance to
recombine with each other.

9. Charge is converted to electrical signal, usually to voltage, at the capaci-
tance of a sense node.

10. The depletion region established in a pn junction acts like an insulator and
facilitates charge collection due to the internal electric field. The capaci-
tance of the pn junction can be used as a sense node.

11. MOSFETs act as a voltage-controlled current sources. The drain current in
saturation has a quadratic dependence on the gate–source voltage. As an
amplifier, the MOSFET gain is reduced by the body effect and the output
resistance.

12. Source followers are used as buffers due to their very high input impedance
and well-defined gain, which is always less than one.
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